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CHAPTER I 
I NTHO DUCTION 
The Problem Area.-- There is a growing concern in the 
prevalence of superstitions, misconcep tions, and unfound ed 
beliefs pertaini-ng to matters of health. These s uperstitions, 
mi sconceptions, and unfounded beliefs, operating a t many 
individual, g roup , and societal levels with in our society, 
constitute a vast p roblem area. It is an area t ha t p oses 
many c hal l eng ing questions to workers, educators--in fact, 
to all perso~nel i n the field of school and public h ealth 
education. It is an area t hat offers many approac h es, yet 
one t ha t is ex ceedingly complex. 
Vfhy it is a Problem Area.-- The concern in this area 1/ ' 
is justif iable. For example, Eliot-points out t h at t h e 
effects of t he cultural development of peoples can be 
traced to infant birth and death rates; and, in a lesser 
l_, artha M. Eliot, "The Child in World Health and Social 
Welfare," Public Health in the World Today; James S . Stevens, 
editor, Cambridg e: Harvard University Press, 1949 , p. 187. 
de gree, to attitudes toward the preservation of child life 
and on health matters in general. There is a constant 
question in the minds of many health educators as to why 
· some people continue to accept environmental and social 
conditions that lead to hi gh death rates and other social 
and economic evils. Thi s naturally leads to some inquiry 
into the nature and conditions of these elements. Many of 
these blind acceptances of certain behavior patterns may be 
2/ 
traced to cultural foundations. Eliot-suggests t hat if we 
examine the general cultural p attern in the United States, 
the pattern that has resulted from the merging of many 
different cultures, we will find many variants. These 
variants account, at least in part, for group differences 
in mortality and morbidity levels, despite the high level 
of available health information and health resources. 
Although these cultural factors affect all age groups, 
children seem to be the most vulnerable members affected. 
1 This is s h own, in effect, not only in the child's ability 
to survive and to grow normally, but also in his mental 
development and emotional adjustment. Of cou rse, the 
cultural conditions discussed here imp ly more than the 
presence of superstitions, misconceptions, and misbeliefs. 
, Neverth eless, these elements have been singled out because 
2 
- -,-
i 
they can be readily challenged. They must be challeng ed as 
t h ey represent rather direct, serious 11 block s" to desirable 
learning in school and public health education programs. We 
have an accumulation of health information--plus nrunerous 
teaching aids--to assist us in challenging the validity of 
these unscientific beliefs, especially as they operate in 
our culture. However, we can easily recognize that this is 
more than a p roblem of teaching scientific facts. 
Some of the Needs.-- We need to know more about the 
nature and conditions of superstitions, misconceptions, and 
misbeliefs, as they operate at i ndividual, group and societal 
levels in our culture. It can be appreciated that this is 
an exceedingly difficult task; and, t herefore, it must 
remain a long term process in our many-dimensioned culture. 
In the total problem area, for example, there is a need for 
a greater body of knowledg e in t he area of primitive health 
concep ts. There is a need for analytical studies of the 
health concepts of selected primitive societies. There is 
a need fo1• the app lication of anthropological techniques in 
solving some of the health problems p osed by t h e operation 
of primitive health concepts as superstitions, misconceptions, 
and unfounded beliefs in our culture. 
Statement of the Problem.-- There are nu.""nerous archaic 
ideas existing in our culture which deter the effectiveness 
;-====-~- -==~==----
-- --~===-
of health education. However, the s h eer numbe r of these 
superstitions, misconcep t i ons, and unfounded beliefs, p lus 
the comp lex nature of our cultu re, ma k es t he task of 
i sol a ting and analyzing t he se archaic i deas extremely diffi-
cul t. It is evi d ent t hat we must revert to less complex 
cultural situations for revelation in this area. Therefore, 
it is the contention of the writer that a cultural study of 
some of t he basic health concepts of selected primitive 
sociaties would serve to g ive us keener i n sight into t h e 
nature and condi tions of t he a rchaic ideas operating within 
our culture. 
Scope of the Study.-- This is a cultural study of some 
of t he basic h ealth concep ts of t hirty-six p rimitive soci e t i es. 
The following purposes have be en formulated for t h is study : 
1. The selection of a world-wide scattering of 
primitive societ i es !or this study . 
2. The utilization of a s y stematically classified 
source of information on p rimitive soci eties 
(The Cross-Cultural Survey). 
3. The organization of a vast amount of info rmation 
hitherto in scattered and inchoate form. 
4. The isolation and ru1alysis of the basic health 
concep ts treated, in terms of likeness~ 
difference, and uniqueness. 
I p--=.--=--===== 
5. The isolation and analysis of cultural behavior 
patterns pertinent to this study. 
Justification of this Approach to the Problem.-~ This 
approach was influenced, in part, through personal communi-
cation with Dr. Hugh H. Smith of the International Health 
Division, The Rockefeller Foundation; also, Dr. Cora DuBois, 
Social Science Consultant to the World Health Organization; 
through discussion with health educators, anthropologists, 
psychologists, sociologists, and fellow students; and 
through readings in the field. It is well supported by 
3/ 
Ruth Benedict:-
"The careful study of primitive societies 
is important today because case material for the 
study of cultural forms and processes. They help 
us to differentiate between those responses that 
are specific to local cultural types and those 
that are general to mankind. Beyond this, they 
help us to guage and understand the immensely 
important role of culturally conditioned behavior. 
Culture, with its processes and functions, is a 
subject upon which we need all the enlightenment 
we can achieve, and there is no direction in 
which we can seek wit~ greater reward than in 
the facts of preliterate societies. 1/ 
It is one of the philosophical justifications 
for the study of primitive peoples that the facts 
of simpler cultures may make clear social facts 
that are otherwise baffling and not open to 
y 
Ruth Benedict, Patterns of CUlture, New York: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1934. 
!I Ibid., p. 18. 
5 
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demonstration. This is nowhere more true than 
in the matter of the fundamental and distinctive 
cultural confi gurations that p attern existence 
and concH tion the thoughts and emotions of the 
individuals who particip ate in those cultures. 
The whole problem of the formation of the 
individual's habit-patterns under the influence 
of tradit i onal custom can be best understood at 
the present time through a study of simpler 
peoples." S/ 
-Ibid., pp. 50-51. 
=-==tF--'==-- -=---~--"-='--'====-= 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
An e~1austive study of the literature did not reveal 
any evidence of research which is specifically concerned with 
the study of health concepts of primitive societies. 
Lik e-..•lise, inquiries directed to authorities in the 
fields of health education, anthropology, medicine, sociology, 
and psychology supported the fact that this is a relatively 
undeveloped field. The New York office of the World Health 
Org anization failed to uncover any pertinent research. Dr. 
Hugh H. Smith o f the International Health Division, The 
Rockefeller Foundation, kindly informed the writer that the 
Division was beg inning to think in terms of anthropological 
techniques in attempting to solve the health problems they 
are encountering . In fact, this Division recently employed 
ru~ anthropologist to participate in the cooperative health 
pro gram being conducted in Peru; however, it is too early to 
co1nment on his experiences. In addition, Dr. Cora DuBois of 
Geneva, Switzerland, Social Science Consultant to the 'Norld 
Health Organization, has expressed the recognition of a need 
for studies in this area. 
=-==---=-·-==~ 
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In view of the lack of s p ecific info~nation in this 
area, it was decided to review the literature in the areas of 
concept formation and cultural analysis for the purp ose of 
orientation and t he development of procedures and techniques 
that would be of assistance in carrying out the research. 
Concept Formation.-- The findings in t h is area will be 
surrunarized in the following outline: 
I. vVhat is a concept? 
1. Education involves the making of suitable classifi-
cations of our experiences. Such classifications may 
be called concepts. Therefore, a concept smmnarizes 
a group of our past experiences. The Slli~uary may be 
highly refined or crude, highly differentiated or 
6/ 
gross. 
2. The term concept is used to mean a mental impression 
that represents g eneral or abstract ideas rather than 
particular or material things. Concepts thus may 
7/ 
refer to either general i de as or qualities.-
- Edgar Dale, Audio-Visual 'i\-1ethods in Teaching, New York: The 
Dryden Press, Incorporated, 1946, pp. 26-27. 
7/ 
-Thomas M. Risk, Principles and Practices of Teaching in 
Secondary Schools, New York: American Book Company, 1947, 
pp . 171-172. 
8 
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J. The concept is a form of topic and is the p roduct of 
comprehension. The meaningful reference of the 
concept is not to a particular object but to a class 
of objects or to some conm1on feature of many 
8/ 
different experiences.-
II. How are concepts developed? 
A. Psychological factors 
1. Mental adaptation through 11partial identity11 or 
associative learning 
2. Aristitle's concept of the "association of ideas 11 
a. Similarity 
b. Contrast 
c. Temporal contiguity 
d. Spatial conti guity 
J. The principle of 11 partial identity" 
a. Embraces all of Aristotle's laws 
b. Conditioned response 
c. Positive adaptation 
d. Ne gative adaptation 
9/ 
B. Group factors in the learning of concepts 
8/ . 
- Howard L. Kingsley, The Nature and Conditions of Learning , 
New York: Prentice-Hall, Incorporated, 1946, p. 347. 
9/ 
- Kimball Young , Social Psychology, New York : F. S. Crofts 
and Company, Incorporated, 1946, pp. 387-410. 
9 
1. Suggestion - a social form of learn ing ; involve s 
the acceptance by the individual of some external 
stimuli usu ally p ro duce d indirectly. This 
results in learning changes, the nature and 
source of which are unrecognized by the individ-
ual. 
2. The techniques of su ggestion 
a. The appeal to wants, emotional drives, and 
existent beliefs 
b. Association through contiguity 
c. Reco~~endation_ made by persons of prestige 
d. The relative effectiveness of visual and 
auditory appeals 
3. The role of imitation 
4. The i mportant inter-learning principle (the 
functions of the individual in the group 
situation} 
C. Functions involved in perception 
1. Symbolic processes - being reminded of something ; 
having an imag e of' some t h ing 
2. Af f ective processes - the pleasant, unp leasant, 
or neutral effect that a perception leaves with 
one during concept formation 
J. Receptor influences - the number, types, and 
extent to which sensory receptors are influ-
enced during concept formation 
D. The principle of discrimination (Weber's law: 
whether one discriminates a difference between 
stimulus a and stimulus b depends upon what 
proportion the change is from~ to b is of~.) 
III. Concept structure 
10/ 
A. Selected considerations 
1. The learning of concepts involves an interesting 
process. We move from the concrete to the 
abstract and then back to the concrete a gain. 
We can gain valuable insights into the structure 
of concepts by mastering the dynamic relation-
ships that exist between the concrete experiences ; 
and concepts. 
2. · The struc·ture of concepts evolves, in part, from 
the efforts made to put exp eriences into 
• manageable form: by classifying these experi-
10/ 
ences, relating, and distinguish ing among them-.-
3. Concep t structure depends upon the number of 
facts within the concept. Furthermore, concepts 
have alternate facts and are marked with many 
--Dale, op. cit., pp. 29-32 
...... ~ - .. _ 
I 
I 
concrete and tang ible experiences. Flexibility 
of concept structure depends largely upon the 
elements within the concept that find expression 
11/ 
through various sensory channels.-
12/ 
B. Concept types--
1. Ideational ) a) Quantitative 
) b} Time concepts 
2. Motor } 
----- c) Space concepts 
} d) Concepts of geometric 
J. Emotional ) forms 
13/ 
c. Some dimensions of concepts 
1. From concrete to abstract 
2. From vague to clear 
J. From inexact to definite 
4. From the general to the specific 
All of the above dimensions may reveal changes, 
during concept formation, in respect to: 
a. Implications 
b. Relationships 
ll/ 
--From lecture notes on Child Growth and Development 
(Lectures delivered by Dr. Rarick) 
12/ 
--National Society for the Study of Education, Learning and 
Instruction, Forty-Ninth Yearbook, Bloomington, Illinois: 
Public School Publishing Company, 1950, p. 107. 
13/ 
-Ibid. 
L_ __ _ 
c. Rar:1ifi cations 
d. Transferability 
e. Figurativeness 
D. Each major concept is subdivided into a number of 
minor concepts. 
E. Conceptual thinking is constantly influenced by 
subconscious factors. Although little has been done 
in the way of research in this area, what little 
has been done indicates that there must be some 
unconscious or only dimly conscious elements within 
the structure of concepts. Furthermore , even when 
the ideas within the concept become structured, 
they may partially operate at a subconscious level. 
Cultural Analysis .-- The major review efforts in this 
area centered around the principles underlying the organizatio 
- 1ltl 
of the Cross-Cultural Survey. All entries in the Files 
15/ 
conform to the following bases:--
1. A Patterned Activity - a customary form of motor, verbal, 
or implicit (covert or ideational} behavior 
Thl 
The Human Relations Area Files, Incorporated, Outline of 
Cultural Materials, New Haven: The Files , 1950 . 
The 1940 edition of the above source. 
15/ 
--Ibid., introduction. 
~ .-, 
.. :.. 
• .) • • _.~o 
2. Circ-wnstances - of time or place 
J. Subje ct - customary activities are frequently associated 
with individual, culturally de f ined class of persons, 
occupants of a particular status, or members of a s p ecified 
social group. 
4. Object - activity is commonly directed toward some object, 
which may b e an inanimate t h ing , an animal, or a person. 
5. :Means - many activities are accomplished by t h e use of 
some means external to both the sub ject and t he object, 
e. g ., an artifact or a human assistant. 
6. Purpose - activit i es are normally performed with a purpose 
or a goal in mind 
7. Result - an activity commonly has some concrete result, 
affecting either the subject, the object, or both. The 
result often corresponds closely to the purpose, especially 
in technological activities. The two, however, may bear 
no relationship to each other. 
16/ ' 
McCormick-agrees that a behavior pat~tern may be reduced 
to its major constituent parts and that the presence of 
absence of each element checked at the time of observation or 
research. In addition, he sets forth the following as 
16/ 
-Thomas C. McCormick, " Quantitative Analysis and Comparison 
of Living Cultures," American Sociological Review, 4:L~73; 
August 1939. 
17/ 
objectives of a systematic comparison of cultures:--
I. Are cultures significantly different? 
1. What are the overt behavior elements and their 
relative frequency in two or more cultures? 
2. vVhat material objects are used and how frequently? 
3. What subjective meaning s attach to the overt behavior 
patterns? 
4• What is the relative importance of each overt 
behavior element and ~aterial object in the time 
and/or money (if any) budg et of the culture? 
I I. What i mportant correlations exist within a culture and 
between cultures? 
I II. How much does a behavior pattern vary from ind ividual, 
and from time to time, and at what rate, within a 
culture? Between cultures? 
18/ 
Iviurdock-states several i mportant points t h at should be 
taken into consideration in all cultural analyses: 
1. Culture is merely an abstraction from observed lik enesses 
19/ 
in the behavior of individuals org anized in groups.-
17/ 
-Ibid., p. 465. 
18/ 
- George P. :Murdock provided much of the leadership in the 
organization and maintenance of the Cross-Cultural Survey 
since its inception. 
19/ 
-Georg e P. Murdock , editor, Studies in the Science of Societ_J':, 
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1937, p. xi. 
I 
2. Dealing with primitive cultures, the researcher ordinarily 
has noth ing avai l able except p atterns; only rarely does 
20/ 
an ind ivi dual p eep timidly fro m behind a folkway.-
II 3 • 
I 
21/ 
Cultural r;eneralizations are of t wo main types:-
I 
I 
a. Springs from the facts, is compelled by t h eir nature, 
a..."ld is verifiable with reference to them. 
b. Sprin8s from language, rather t han from facts, and 
consists of verbalizations accordin g to which data 
may b e concep tually arranged , to be sure, but ·whi ch 
do n ot lend t h emselves to proof or disproof . 
22/ 4. There is g en eral agreement t hat:-
a. Cultu ral behavior is socially rather than biologically 
determined . 
b. Cultural behavior is acquired and not l~~ate. 
c. Cultural behavior is habitual in character rathe r 
t h an instin ctive. 
d. When activities dictated by h abit are performed by a 
large m.Lrnber of indiv i duals, in company , simultaneously 
20] 
- Ibid. 
21/ 
-Ibid ., p. XV 
22/ 
-Georg e P . Hurdock , "The Science of Culture," Ameri can 
Ant h rop ologist , Vol. 3Lp200-215 ; 1932. 
. . 6 
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the individual habit is converted into mass 
phenomena or custom. 
e. Cus tom lack s p recis i on. 
f . Actions on the v1hole are more stable t han thoughts., 
In any analysis of primitive societies, the factor o f 
23/ · 
communication handicap must be tak en into consideration:-
23/ 
11 Having no records , man in his uncivilized 
state, cann ot re cognize long sequenc es . Corres-
pondenc e in time comes within narrow limits. 
I gnorant of localities outside his own, the assoc-
iations of ide as the primitive man fo r ms are littl e 
li able t o be chang e d. He lack s abstract i deas as 
he depends largel y on concrete i deas . 11 
--Willi am I. Thomas, Source Book for Social Or1 g1ns, Boston: 
Richard G. Badg er, 1909 , p . 201. 
I 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES AND 'rECHNI QUES 
Selection of the Research Medium.-- The writer selected 
~I 
the Files of the Cross-Cultural Survey as a focal point for 
h is research on primitive societies . The Files repre s ent one 
of the best available sources of information on primitive 
cultures, containing classified information on approximately 
150 p rimitive cultures. 
Selection of the Primitive Societies.-- The societies 
selected for inclusion in this study were selected on the 
basis of g eo graphical location and fullness of information, 
in order to provide a random s~~ple of existing cultural 
variation. The following societies were selected: 
1. Asia 
a. Near Eas t (Turkey, Syria, Palestine, Arabia, 
Iraq) 25/ 
Rwala Bedouin 
0?11:7 
Hlli~an Relations Area Files, Incorporated, 333 Cedar Street, 
New Haven , Cow~ecticut. 
25/ 
--This represents the culture area of which the selected 
society is a member. 
_  ,._fl 
26/ 
b. India and Ceylon 
Maria Gond 
c. Southeast Asia (Assam, Burma, Siam, Indo-China) 
Khasi 
d. Central Asia (including Turkestan and Kasak st an) 
Kazak 
e. Northern and East e rn Siberia 
Chukch ee 
f. North ern and Eastern Siberia 
26/ 
Yakut-
g . Japan and Formosa (including Ryuk yus and Bonins ) 
Ainu-Kuriles 
2. Africa 
a. North ern Africa and Egypt 
Fez 
b. Western Sudan 
Jukun 
c. Guinea Coast 
Dahome a..."l.s 
d. Eastern Sudan and Nilotic Re gion 
Azande 
Please note t hat this society rep resents t h e single ex ception 
to the practice of selecting one society for each culture area 
rep resen ted. 
• 
e. East Africa (including Herero-Ovamba} 
Achewa 
f. Madagascar 
Tan ala 
J. North America 
a. Arctic Coast 
Copper Es k i mo 
b. l:iack enzie-Yukon 
Kutchin 
c. Northwes t Coast and Oregon Seaboard 
Kwakiutl 
d. Plains 
Hi datsa 
e. Northeast, Mi dwest, and East Canada 
Kickapoo 
f. Southeast and Gulf 
Creek 
g . Southwest 
Hopi 
4. South America 
a. Pan&~a and Colombia 
Cuna 
b. Gran Chaco 
Abip one 
c. Amazonia 
Jivaro 
d. Guiana and Venezuela 
Macusi 
5. · Oceania 
a. Indonesia 
Balinese 
b. Phillipines 
Ifugao 
6. New Guinea 
Kiwai Papuans 
7. Australia and Tasmania 
Murng in 
8 . We stern Melanesia 
Dobuans 
9. Micronesia 
a. Eastern Carolines 
Kusaie 
b. Eas t Central Carolines 
Trukese 
c. West Central Carolinas 
Yapese 
d. Western Carolinas 
Palauans 
10. Polynesia 
Tik opians 
11. New Zealand 
Maori 
Delimitation of the Research.-- The nature and scope of 
this study necessitated some delimitation of the research 
efforts. A list of ·research headings was drawn up; and, 
after discussion with "~fr. Albert 'v'V'illiams, Assistant Director, 
~.1rs. ·Mary Coughlin, and Mr. Frank Lebar, of The Hu..."llan Relations 
Area Fi les, Incorporated, it was decided t hat the following 
! 27/ 
/. heading s-would be most lilcely to yield material pertinent to 
t hi s study: 
1 8 . Housing 
27/ 
181. Dwelling- types of dwelling (e. g ., seasonal, 
local, and status differences); services 
(e. g ., protection from heat or cold}; 
associated beliefs and p ractices, etc. 
183. Upkeep of Dwelling - housecleaning (e. g ., 
occasions, methods); artifacts employed; 
associated beliefs and practices, etc. 
-For further information on the system of classification in 
the Files, see: The Human Relations Area F i l es, Incorporated, 
Outline of Cultural Materials, New Haven: The Files, 1940. 
Some of the material was abstracted from reclassified 
societies; therefore, the system of numbering dif f ers somewhat 
from the one indicated in t h is paper. For further information 
on this revised system, refer to the 1950 edition of the 
Outline of Cultural Materials. 
I ' "' 
19. Food 
191. Hunger and its Regulation - ideas about 
food and ingestion; t h eory of digestion; 
eat i n g sparing ly or to excess; ability 
to withstand hunger and methods of 
control; fasting ; discrimination between 
edible and harmful foods; food taboos; 
food preferences; condiments, etc. 
196. Eating - regularity of eating , infor~nal 
e a ting (e. g ., between meals, at work or 
p lay); meals (e. g ., hours, number pe r 
day, participants, order of service); 
i mp lements and utensils used; table 
manners; ablutions; sequels to eating 
(e. g ., disp osal oi' was te and excess 
food, cleaning of utensils); etc. 
21. Dress and Adornment 
211. Clothing - ideas about clothing ; artifacts 
used; as s ociated beliefs and pract i ces. 
21~-· Toilet - body p aint ing ; bathing and laving ; 
eliminat i on; toilet beliefs and rituals. 
22. Routine of Living 
221. Activities of a Typi cal Day- time o f ar1s1ng 
and retiring; hours of work a n d relaxation; 
housecleaning; age- graded activities. 
222.. Care of Routine Bodily Needs - sleep ing 
(e. g ., hours, p ostu re); concept ion of 
fati gue; ideas abo u t sleep; eating and 
drinking ; elimination; sanitati on; con -
ception of cleanline ss and neatness; 
toilet; bathing and laving ; bath houses 
and sweat lodges; soap ; towels; ritual 
~~cleanliness and purification; p ersonal 
hygiene. 
224. Standard of Living - diet; housing; 
clothin g ; quantity, forms, and 
distribu t i on of con sumer's goods. 
29 . Recreat:L_on 
291. Idling - rest from labor; punishment of 
laziness . 
296. Athletic Sports - forms of exerd.se; 
practices to produce hardiness. 
30. Art 
309. Esthetics - esthetic ideals and pref eren ces; 
concep tion of the beauty of nature; i deal 
p rop ortions of the human body; canons of 
taste and appreciation. 
32. Lore and Learning 
327. Educ ation System- inf ormal instruct i on 
and socialization; curricula. 
33. Reaction to Nature 
336. Bi olog ical Phenomena - i d e a s and p ractical 
knowledge about p lants and animals, uses 
thereof, and associated rites and practices 
not elsewhere recorded , etc. 
3~-· Religion 
341. General Character of Religion - concep tion 
of what constitutes reli gion; relation 
to unknown and unpredictable; differen-
tiation of sacred and the p rofane; 
int egration with other aspects of culture ; 
social and indivi dual role of rel i g ion; 
s y stemizat i on of reli g iou s beliefs and 
practices. 
342. Conception of t he Supernatural 
3421. Supernatural Power - con cep t of the 
soul; attribution of souls to 
inanimate objects; notions of im-
personal superna tural power (e. g ., 
mana, soul-stuff ); animatism; 
mag ic force. 
. -~ 
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35. Ethics 
3422. Luck and Chance - concept of g ood 
and bad luck; ideas about chance 
and probability; theory of mishaps 
and accidental injuries; techniques 
of controlling luck; use of lucky 
objects and luck-bringing formulas. 
3424. Dangerous and Unclean Objects and 
Places - dang erous and poisonous 
foods; sorcery materi al; evil and 
dangerous places; taboos and 
avoidance. 
353. Ethical Ideals - notions of right and wrong; 
teleological evaluations (e. g ., theories 
of the highest good, i dea of progress); 
social thought. 
45 . Anatomy and Physiolog y 
L~511. Body as a Whole - ideas of bodily 
g rowth, development and decay; 
ideal p roportions; relation of 
body and soul. 
48. Infancy 
481. Conception of Infancy - cultural definition 
of infancy; special dang ers ascribed to 
the pe riod; ideas about infants; status of 
inffu~ts; development durin g infancy. 
L:.85. Infant Care - bodily care; protection from 
disease and malignant influences; care of 
sick infants. 
49. Childhood 
491. Conception of Childhood - cultural definition 
of childhood; ideas about children; status 
of children. 
493. Cluld Development - concep tion of growth; 
meth ods of promoting and influencing growth 
(e. g ., practices designed to produce hardiness). 
49~-· Child Care - prevention and cure of sickness. 
495. Education. 
52. Adulth ood 
.521. Adult Status and Activities - concep "Clon of 
adulthood; concep tion of the ideal man and 
the ideal woman; preparation for old a g e. 
53. Old Age 
531. Conception of Old Age - cultural definition 
of old a ge ; beliefs about rejuvenation; 
symbols and synonJ®s for age and longevi ty. 
54. Sickne_ss 
Preventive Medicine - incidence of disease; 
conception of health ~~d hygiene; health 
regimen; diet; rest; exercise; personal 
hygiene; means of preventing or postponing 
death; amulets, and charms; uncleanliness 
and purification; sanitation; avoidance 
ru1d control of disease during epidemics 
(e.g., flight, quarantine). 
Bodily Injuries - theory of the causation 
of mishaps and acci dental injuries. 
Theory of Disease - physiological knowle dg e 
and belief's; extent o.f attribution of 
disease to natural causes; prevalent 
theories of the supernatural cause of 
disease; infliction of di sease through 
sorcery; object intrusion; spirit p ossession; 
a gression of malevolent spirits; soul loss; 
violation of taboos; evil eye; pollution 
and contagion; conception of loathsome 
diseases; interpretation of mental disorders. 
Sorcery - concep tion of witchcraft and sorcery; 
prevalence o.f sorcery; motives; me thods (e.g., 
bone-pointing, control of spirits, use of 
effigies, use of p ossessions and exuviae); 
diagnosis and detection; prevention and cure; 
sorcery as a .factor in social control; source 
of s upernatural power; emp loyment o.f sorcerers. 
.546 . 
Shrunanism- familiar spirits; inheritance 
of p ower; quest for visions and guardian 
s p irits; training ; prophesy and devination; 
s hamanism as a reli g ious system • 
Medical The rap y - pharmacoloe;ical knowledg e; 
diagnosis (e. g ., examination for symptoms, 
diagnostic aids); t herap eutic pri n cip les 
(e. [_'; ., counter-irritation, homeopathy); 
prescribe d reg i men (e. g ., rest, diet, 
isolation}; baths; bloodletting, su r gical 
p rocedures • 
.5.5. Death 
5.51. Life and Death - theories about lif e and 
death; notion of a life force; means of 
p rolonging life and p reventing or post-
p oning de a t h ; conception of fate. 
Reche ck of the Abstracted .Material.-- The nature of the 
Cross-Cultural Survey is such as to lend itself' to rechecking 
proce s ses. This applies especially to this study, in view of 
the n any evidences of cross-referencing in the sections 
28/ 
utilized in the search.-- Therefore, the writer performed 
man y rechecks upon his accuracy in abstracting material during 
i ni ti a l research efforts. Furthermore, a system of codifi-
cation was adopted prior to the initial r e s earch . This was 
designed to enable the writer to perform a follow-~ study 
28 / 
-Th e nature of these sections is disclosed in the preceding 
section Delimitation of the Research, pp. 22-27. ' 
l_ 
,----
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of an e s timated ten percent of the abstracted material.-
In a ddition, the adopted method of codification will enable 
interested parties to g o directly to the sources from ·which 
the material for this study was abstracted. 
Review of the Research Bibliograph1·-- All of the 
references utilized in the Cultural Survey have been carefu lly 
rated by outstanding authorities. The writer reviewed the 
rating g iven the various references abstracted from and 
checked the notations made by translators and observers, in 
order to give preference to the best available material and 
to decrease the semantic difficulties encountered. A large 
amount of mat erial that had been originally abstracted, 
therefore, was rejected on the basis of this review. 
~l 
--This follow-up study was made three months after the initial 
research efforts. Several errors were discovered, all of 
which were minor, none of which altered the meaning or applica-
bility of the abstracted material. Therefore, the writer is 
not listing the errors in detail. 
CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION OF THE DATA 
Orientation.-- The mass of data selected for t h is study 
makes , it essential that conciseness of presentation be main-
tained in this chapter. Therefore, the following means will 
be employed to aid in this respect: 1) a system of identi-
fying the societies selected for this study; 2) a system of 
indicating t h e section of the Cross-Cultural Survey from 
which each entry was abstracted; 3) a system of indicating 
the reference from which the abstraction was made. 
Identification of the Selected Primitive Societies.--
The selected primitive societies will be referred to herein-
after by the numbers and letters employed in the following 
30/ 
table:-
lA. Rwala Bedouin 
lB. Maria Gond 
lC. Khasi 
lD. Kazak 
JOT 
JA. Copper Es k imo 
3B. Kutchin 
3C. Kwakiutl 
3D. Hidatsa 
-Please note that this system coincides with the presentation 
of these societies in Chapter I I I of this paper. 
,-.," 
,t ,; - . 
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l E . Chu..l.cche e-:;. JE. Kickapoo 
l F . Yakut-::- JF. Creek 
l G. Ainu- Kuriles JG. Hopi 
2A. Fez 4-A. Cuna 
2B. Jukun 4B. Abipone 
2C. Dahomeans 4c. Jivaro 
2D. Azande Lj.D. Macusi 
2E . Achewa 5A. Balinese 
2F . Tanala 5B. Ifugao 
6. Kiwai Papuans 7. Murngin 
8 . Dobuans 9A. ICusains 
10. Tikopians 9B . Trukese 
11. Maori 9C. Yapese 
9D. Palauans 
Identification of the .Abstractions.- - Each of the 
abstractions en tere d in this study will be foll owed by a 
series of numbers and letters for the purposes of documenta-
tion . 
The starred primitive societies are wi t hin the same culture 
area, representing the only exception to the practice of 
selecting a single society from each culture area considered. 
-t _ .. .... ~ 
For example: B/ 
Reference-
A/ I C/ Society" ~esearch Heading-
(lG/11:106/5~} 
p a g e number 
~~ \ Preventive Medicin e 
Ainu-Kuriles 
Batchelor, John, The Ainu and Th eir Folk Lore, London, 19 01. 
Duplication of the Data.-- Whenever an entry pertains to 
more than one area, it is duplicated ~nd listed in all p e r-
tinent areas. 
Inclusion of Related Material.-- In a study of this t yp e, 
it is evident that t h ere would be many g ap s in the inform-
ation, as pertains to health concep ts of p rimitive societies. 
In an effort to close some of these g ap s, the writer felt 
tha t he was justified in including bits of information on t h e 
behavior, attitudes and i deals of t h e selected societies. 
Furthermore, these inclusions are intended to a ff ord some 
means o f insight into the health patterns not stated as con -
cep t u alizati on s in t h e lite ratur e. 
A/ 
-Study the table on pp . 29 -30 of t h is pap er. 
B/ 
-Tnis applies to t he references listed in the Re s e arch 
Bi bliograp h",y: . 
C/ 
-Stu dy the research h eading s listed on pp. 22-27. 
~,. . 
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The Data: 
I. General Re~ction to Nature 
A. Selected attitudes and ideals 
1. The I(hasi are fond of nature. (lC/56:4/291) 
2. 
3. 
4· 
6. 
· 8. 
10. 
11. 
The men and women seem happy in their lot. 
One worry in life is constant fear of attack 
by raiders. (4C/137:222-223/511} 
They are an unusually peaceable tribe. 
(4D/ll4:280/223) 
They are extraordinarily gentle and affection-
ate toward their wives and children and full 
of deference and respect for old age. 
( 9B/8 7: 198-199/222) 
They are generally morose and not given to 
happy pleasures. (lD/88:342/291) 
Kusains are so moral and prudish they even 
sleep in their clothes. (9A/ll2:72/222) 
Voluntary death is a frequent occurrence. 
(lE/21:560/734 ) 
The Kazak is characterized by an idleness 
which produces an immo de rate need for 
volu7ntuousness, luxury, and chat te ring . ( lD 79 : llt-7 /221) 
Many uphold the urosse as ao ideal. These 
pass life in idleness, spending as much as 
two hours rubbing themselves with coconut 
oil. (9A/89 :370.:.37l/221) 
Children are always regarded as an asset. 
<4D/46:81-82/534) 
Son causes great joy when born but a daughter 
is received with great indifference. 
(lD/103:476/534) 
. I 
31/ 
12. 
13. 
Their love of organization is exemplified 
by many associations for self-help. 
{ 2C/58: 63/.521) 
Their world outlook and a larg e part of 
their thinking are of a magical nature 
almost entirely of a "sympathetic 11 kind. 
(5B/~:l~-15/322) 31/ 
. -
Reasoning is a process troublesome and 
almost unknown to them. (~B/38:58/454} 
B. Selected Concepts 
1. 
2. 
Their conception of nature is very naive. 
It is true they observe everything surrounding 
them, know a little to say about it, apply 
it in their songs and legends, but to think 
about it deeply exceeds their mental powers. 
(9B/22:217-218/336) 
Whether this other life is a life of happiness 
or unhappiness, whether the good are rewarded 
and the bad punished, all these are futile 
and superfluous questions and they may have 
never thought of it; they have not even a 
word meaning reward or punish~ent. 
(5B/81,III:331/352) 
The concepts of g ood and bad do not exist 
in the strictly moral sense. (8/50:177/456) 
By hurting the body you may drive away the 
moy? (soul) completely; therefore, corporal 
pun1sbment should never be g iven. 
(2E/125:116/494) 
Life is predetermined in all import~Dt respects. 
( 3G/70 :~91/352) 
--uncertainty of climate has extremely far-reaching effects, 
both direct and indirect. Directly, it affects the crops 
~Dd health; indirectly, it is a factor in building up one of 
the richest religions in the world. (SB/3:389/3~1) 
· ·}: .. ~ 
~ ...... 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9-
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
Life matter and life are indestructible. 
( lC/111: 391/.552) 
Creation is the meta:norphosis of some natural 
thing into another. ( 8/50:94-95/552) 
Every person has a bodill and ghostly self. 
':[!he ghostly self survives after the body rots. 
( 8 /50:180-181/552) 
The soul of the living man is tekatong; 
the spirit of the dead person is k atumba, 
which lingers for a while after death and 
then disappears. (4D/46:82/552) 
All desirable thing s are linked into one 
essential whole. (3G/70:491/352} 
Education conduces greatly to f'orm the mann ers 
and strengthen the body. (4B/38:43/454) 
Parents are the best fitted to coach their 
offsu ring in manners and customs. 
(10/49:152-153/495) 
A man who is"crazy" and a young man who cannot 
be disciplined are in the same classification. 
(7/141:545/456) 
c. Symbolic "Roots" of Life 
1. 
2. 
4-· 
There is a connection between sneezing and 
life and welfare; that the first sign of life 
manifested by ~ini-ah~-oni, first woman, was 
a sneeze. (11/13:226/546) 
The soul is the mainspring of a man's vital 
streng th. (3A/63:172/753) 
Water is the master key of all life. 
(3G/29:3-4/332) 
The willow tree is the special individual 
totem of every Ainu born in Hokkaido. The 
more they flourish, the happier the individual 
will be and the longer he will live. 
(lG/6:186/541) 
32/ 
5. 
6. 
The stomach is the seat of memory. 
(8/50: 5 0/451) 
Ordinary thought has its bases in the 
belly and ris e s to lodee in the throat, 
then ce to emerg e from the lips in speech. 
( lO/L~9 : 4 78 /454) 
The navel is the locus of the spirit of life. 
( 3G /9:31/451) 
8 . The blood is the seat of life. (3C/17: 
22L1-/221) 
9. The heart is the seat of life and the source 
of intelli gence, thought, and emotion. 
(2B/ 94:1217451) 
10. The heart is the center of respiration; 
furthermore, emotion is associated wi t h the 
heart. (6/8 3:218/451) 32/ 
11. The seat of life is in the backbone rather 
than in the blood. (lG/6:183/551) 
D. Biological Phenomena 
1. The t h roat and heart have a direct connection; 
therefore, the heart inhales and exhales 
through t hroat. ( 7 /1~-1: ~06/L~51) 
2. If the blood and fat were consumed, the heart 
would be closed up and the s p irit would 
depart. This is t h e de a th of man . There are 
other phases of death in ma..."l.; for exa..'11ple, 
instant death is caused by the sudden 
shutting of the doors of the heart. 
( ll/1L,_6 : 163/54} 
--Please note the relationship between numbers 9 and 10. 
I 
I 
1: 
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3. Food is swallowe d by bein g sucked down by 
the heart. (6/83:218/451) 33/ 
4. If a person eats the flesh of certain 
animals he will acquire the qualities 
characteristic of these animals. 
(4c/69 :313/8 25 ) 2k/ 
The gall bladder contains an essential 
f lui d . (9C/96:278 / 452) 
E . The Role of the Will 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
The people as a whole shou ld dire ct t heir 
will to attaining health , long lif e, and 
happiness. This should also be practiced 
in individual lives whi ch are 11 the whole 
writ small." (3G/70 : 492/352) 
The Ainu demonstrate great will, for when 
they are activel y employed tney can a b stain 
from food 14 to 1 6 hours; from drink, 10 to 
12 hours without fe eling inconvenience. 
(lG/ 82:238-239/191) 
The role of the will is important in situations 
of inte r nal confiiCt . (3G/70:494-495/35 2 } 
The environment largely cont rols their 
b ehavior and t h e y do little to chang e it. 
(7/139:149/336) 
-Several people have tak en part in killing and cutting; up 
b odie s and it was presQmably from such opportunities they have 
acquired ideas regarding the construction of the body. 
(6/83:21 8 / L:-51) · 
~I The reading is not clear as to vn~e ther t hi s represents 
~~ expression of animism or a r udi mentary knowl edg e o f 
endocrinological princip les. 
II 
II 
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5. Ordinary sickness is due to a weal{ened, 
polluted soul 35/ rather than to mere 
physical cause87 (SA/30:360/543} 
The Role of Streng th and Physical Fitness 
l. A strong man always gets his wish and is 
able to set aside all trouble and concentrate 
u non followin P; his road in this life to the 
end. (3G/70:~93/352) 
2. The Macusi have a strong concept of strength 
and physical fitness. (4D/4 6:o5/222) 
3. Race is conceived as going to t h e strong . 
There is little or no sympathy for the 
permanently deforme d or peromanently sick ly. 
( 8 /50:135-136/456) 
G. Conception of a Supreme Being 
1. Present 
a. "He /ARI-I : Ibeorgun, the myth ological herp] 
said-th at we should take care of old men -
and women, the fatherless and motherless, 
and t hose who are invalids. As God has 
not made us all alik e, we should not make 
renarks about others t hat we t h ink t h ey 
are u gly or beautiful. rr (4A/ 98 :276/222) 
b. PoVler over life and death is ascribed to 
Sinlaki (God). ( 9A/ll2:L~00/543) 
c. Although the Yap ese have no set reli gious 
forms of observance, they believe t h ere is 
in t h e sk~ overhead an abode for dep arted 
sp irits. ~ (9C/51:147-l48 / 543) 36/ -
--In this sense, the will is to be r egarded as a ramification 
of the soul. 
36/ 
--There is no direct reference to a Supreme Be ing ; rather, 
an implication is made in the text. 
. ... ., 
d. God is not concerned with human activities. 
God never punishes m~eeds, the ancestors 
do that. There is no love for God, only 
awe. (2E/125:125/343) 
2. Absent 
a. The conception of a Supreme Being is 
lacking . Nature, to them, is comp osed 
of independent units. (6/83:298-299/322) 
b. " Death ends all; dying is finishing ; 
there is nothing more." (4D/46:827552) 
II . Charms, Amulets, Talismans: :Means of Health Protection 
A. Types Used 
1. 
2. 
3. 
6. 
7. 
8 . 
Teeth of hyena, hung around neck, protect 
children a g ainst disease. (lA/9 7:20/541) 
Jaguar teeth are worn around neck as talis-
mans. <4D/ll0:43/336) 
Necklace is suspended from necks of children 
to ward off disease. ( 3C/17: 183/494) 
Doctors prescrib8 charms to be hung around 
neck. (2B/94:223/541} 
They use beads called manikans as charms. 
(lE/21:346/751) 
They paint their faces with graphite as a 
precaution a gainst disease. (lE/21:365/751) 
Tattoo " ~uardian marks" on forehead. 
( l E/21: 34-3/751) 
They paint their faces as a protection against 
disease. Ot.C/69: 427-4.29/7.51) 
g. Macusi mothers rubbed red paint (aromatic) 
as a ceremonial onto the heads of their 
chi ldren, as t h ey were then protected from 
illness and evil s p irits. (4-D/110:423/343) 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
Silver coins are placed under pillows as a 
protection a gainst disease. (2A/l 45 :325/547) 
A large chamber vessel is kept near the 
entrance of the house to keep sicknes s and 
ghosts away. (30/17:181/543) 
They u se medicine stones, medicine trees, 
red cloth, red ~aint, and othe r t h ing s. 
{JD/93:375-376/191) 
Th e y use amulets of natural shape and those 
worl<:ed up by man. (lE/21:343/751) 
Two posts or stick s are erected at the sacred 
place of a village. One is the emblem of 
misfortune, sickness and death ; the other is 
the emblem of health, vi gor, and life. One 
is subjected to rites to exp el sicknes s, 
etc.; other, to retain health, etc. 
(11/12: 8 7/11) 
A gope, board carved with a human face de sign, 
is-put up outside the two main entrances of 
the long-house to protect the inmates against 
sickness. (6/83:221-222/541) 
A human head entails freedom from disease. 
(5B/5:196-197/541) 
There are spells to avert threatening ills. 
( 9 C/140: 614.-616/543) 
Songs are sung in connection with sets of 
charms and painted marks as protection against 
disease. (lE/21:361/751) 
Spirit causing illness can be prevented from 
entering a village or house if people would 
k eep on be a ting their drums there. Spiri t 
will withdraw after hearing the sounds, knowing 
t h at people are on watch. (6/8 3:222-223/541) 
The shaman may advise the wearing of a s p ecial 
garment as a protection against disease. 
(lE/21:384/751) 
"' ' I(" ·· 
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B. Types Used to Protect Sick Persons 
1. Figures of certain kinds of wood are made to 
protect the sick. (4A/98:265-267/546) 
2. Necklaces are used with medicines only in 
cases of illnesses. (Lj.A/98 : 488/51}6) 
3. Bad spirits are attracted by the smell of a 
sick person. A fire is kept burning outside 
the door to keep the spirits away. 
( 6/83:223/546) 
4· Neck bands are use d as a mean of healing. ( 9A/4 7: 20 l-202/)q.6) 
Doctors nrescribe char ms to be h~~g around 
neck. (2B/94:223/5L~l) 
III. The Regulatory Nature of Taboos 
A. Types Pertaining to the Regulation of Personal 
and Community Hy giene 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Children should not play with the wooden 
board whi ch the bread-carrier uses to take 
dough to the public oven. (2A/145:603-604/543 ) 
If a girl, in sweeping up the floor, leaves 
some sp ots unswept, s he will have a husband 
with bald spots owing to ringworm. 
( 2A/145 : 596/543) 
Elimination on the road is taboo. 
(2A/14) :28/543) 
Persons must f o ld clothes before going to bed 
or they will become ill. (2A/145:4107221) 
Dog s must not come close to sick person 
because, by sniffing at h i m, they may inhale 
h is soul and carry it away. (6/e5 :270/336) 
.( ' .') 
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B. Types Pertaining to the Regulation of Behavior 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
6. 
To whi stle inside a house or tent will make 
the inhabitants ill. ( 2A/l~- : 34/543) 
It is taboo to take or give anyth ing with 
the left hand. (lC/56:158-159/191) 
Death or sickness may be caused when the 
sacred copper p late is touch ed by an 
"impure" person . (3F/128:506/5~-3} 
It is not ri ght for a sick person to clean 
out dirt from under his finger nails . A 
bad person mi ght collect that dirt and 
inj ure the sick person. (3G/130: 413/451) 
Children who drink much water can not run 
fast. (3B/100:38/193) 
A small child s houl d no t be left alone in 
the house for an evil spirit might come and 
steal its life. (3G/9:~1-42/486) 
Stealing from a field that is protected by 
charms may cause disease. (2C/58:160-161/54 3} 
C. Types Pertaining to the Regulation of Work 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
No sweeping should be done after sunset or on 
Holy Day. (2A/145:593-594/221} 
Washing clothes is taboo during certain days 
of the month of Asui. (2A/14Lp76-77/348 } 37/ 
A woman must abstain from sewing and usually 
from fishing and hunting whenever her husband 
or brother is ill. (3A763:173/755) 
It is taboo to use nails in building a 
h ouse. (lC/56:158-159/191) 
--water is commonly haunted by evil spirits unless used on 
0. K. dates. (2A/145:313/222) - Water scarcityt 
IV. Physical Activity 
A. Stressed 
1. Physical education is started early and is 
supported by etiquette and taboos. 
(2E/12): 88-89/495) 
2. They are very athletic. (4B/38:45-46/221) 
B. Not Stressed 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
V. Food 
The Kazak is characterized by an idleness 
which produces an i mrnoderate need for 
voluEtuousness, luxury, and chattering . 
(lD/88 :341/221) 
The p eople are lazy and have limited their 
former g reater capacities and make use of 
their ability only in a certain way a~d when 
absolutely necessary. ( 9B/78:62/224) 
In times of peace, more than six months out 
of the year are spent in lounging. 
(11/134:208-209/22) 
During the hot afternoon men frequently 
sleep in the shade. (7/141:511/222) 
Many uphold urosse as an ideal. These pass 
life in idleness; spending as much as two 
hours rubbing themselves with coconut oil. 
(9A/89:370-371/221) 
A. Food is Scarce 
1. Restraint is exercised in their eating 
because of the comparative scarcity of food. 
(3G/31:42/191} 
2. Kubary stresses rep eatedly that food is always 
poor and lacking; therefore, feasts are rare. 
(9 B/75:122-123/193) 
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3. They realize the existence of a food problem 
in general as well as in individual terms. 
However, there is no tendencv to regulate 
the size of families. (10/48:39 / 326) 
4. Thought of the Maori dwell much upon food. 
Obtaining sufficient food is a most i mportant 
task of the Maori. (11/13:423/19) 
I 
B. Food is Plentiful I! I 
1. Famine has never been a problem. 
(lB/55:151-152/193) 
2. 
3. 
4. 
There is little evi dence of food anxiety. 
(2F/68 :297-299/191) 
Scarcity of food is almost unknown. 
C4c/69:114 /5ll) 
Food is plentiful and is obtainable without 
an excessive expenditure of labor. 
( 3C/ll: 160/none) 
c. Number of Meals Per Day 
1. 
2. 
Two meals a day: in the early morning and 
in the evening. (lC/56:51-52/191) 
Two meals: the first a little before noon 
and the second at sunset. (2F/85:74/19 6) 
I 
I 
4. 
Kutchin eat twice a day, morning and evening , 
but sometimes the former meal is omitted. 
(3B/l00:38/193~ 
Two meals a day: morning and just before I 
sunset; however, they oi'ten nibble on deer, I 
etc., as they work on it. (3E/60:I:9-28-38/196) 
Ancient Creeks had two meals at irregular 
hours; one between 7-10 in the morning and 
the other around two in the afternoon. However, 
there was a pot of sofk i ready into which 
anyone could dip whenever t h e spirit moved 
them. This was t h eir only "supp er." 
(JF/ 129:399/221) 
• ' _ .. 
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6. Two meals a day. (11/136:577/ 19) 
8. 
9. 
There are no set hours for meals. 
(3A/63:99-l00 /264) 
Some informants felt that there is a great 
irregularity about eating . (3 B/100:3i/193) 
There are no set meal hours. They eat 
whenever they are hungry. (5A/30:96/221) 
10. 1'Every now and then a child will run inside 
and help itself to a little food from the 
table. 11 ( 3A/63: 115/85 7) 
D. Food Taboos 
1. 
2. 
4-
6. 
There is complete abstinence from food and 
cohabitatlon from daybreak to sunset at 
Ramdden. (2A/144:91-92/546) · 
There is fasting for all, even those set 
apart for doctorinG or physic-making, during 
six days of Boos ke tah (there are exceptions 
where the weak are allowed to eat). 
( 3F /128:569/191) 
11 
••• he charges them to be sure not to g ive 
a bad example to children of eatina ru1y 
unsanctified or impure food." {3Ffl28 : 596/191) 
It is taboo to eat any new crops until the 
appropriate new-eating festival has been 
celebrated. (lB/55:137/193) 
Eating food in the presence of a huna ry 
on-looker is forbidden. (2A/144:195J223 } 
The natives are limited by the number of 
binin (prohibitions). Most of the binin 
are food prohibitions. (9B/22:37-38/191) 
There are strong prejudices about the 
parta1d~g of food in a dwelling hut. 
(11/15:93/191) 
.......... ----------------------~---1 
8. The co~nonest food taboo is against eating 
pork. (2F/85:188 /l9l) 
9. The shaman may order a sick person to 
abstain from certain articles of food; 
furthermore, he may order a woman to 
observe certain food restrictions whenever 
her husband or brother is ill. (3A/63=171-173/ 
755 ) 
10. Sick people are only given certain kinds of 
food and a very small piece is served at a 
time. (6/83:224-225/546) 
11. No foods are considered strictly taboo 
except dogs. (3B/100:34/193) 
E. Food is Limited During Illness 
1. The s h aman may order a sick person to abstain I 
from certain articles of food; furthermore, 
he may order a woman to observe certain food 
restrictions if her husba.11.d or brother is 
ill. · (3A/63:171-l73/755} 
2. Food limi tations are observed by sick persons 
during six days of Boos k e tah; however, some 
weak persons are allowed to eat. 
( 3F /128:569/191) 
3. Sick people are only given certain kinds of 
food and a very small piece is served at a 
time. ( 6/83: 22l.j_-225/5LJ-6) 
F. Food is not Limited During Illness 
1. Persons in bad health should eat more than 
usual to hasten recovery. (3G/ 8 :61/196 ) 
2. The Jivaros do not consider it necessary 
to diet on account of a case of sic ~11.ess. 
) <4c/69:397-398 /753) 
I 
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G. Sorcery and Illness Through Food and the Violation 
of Food Taboos 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
6. 
Sorcery is also believed to work through 
food and utensils used in eating. No 
unauthorized person can touch the platters 
of important men. The p latters are not even 
ta1{en to the stream to be washed. 
( 2B/94: 299 /51-t-J+) 
Disease may be a result of food on w~ich a 
spell has been c ast. (9B/75:306/543) 
One of the most effective ways to destroy a 
man by magic is by bewitching this person 
at a time when he is eating. (11/13:232/196) 
Affections of the throat may be due to eating 
some taboo food. (11/14:48/542) 
A rash appears as the result of violating 
sib food taboos. (2C/58:lto-3..61/.543) · 
The Ifugao who partakes of an enemy's food 
will become sick. (SB/4:37/543) 
H. Poor Eating Habits 
1. They seldom take the trouble to clean their 
fish before eating them. (3A/63:104/262) 
2. Their habits in eatinr, are dirty . 
( 11/108:36/19) 
3. They never wash any of their eating and 
drinking utensils, considering washing food 
away a great sin. They scrape food off the 
utensils with their fingers. Earthen 
vessels are burned clean. (lF/113:12.5/222) 
I. Handedness in Eating 
1. It is taboo to take or give anything with 
the left hand . (lC/.56:158-159/191) 
• 
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2. " •.• I never perceived a left-handed person 
among them. 11 - ( 4A/139: 86/455) 
3. They eat without spoons: with hands. 
(4A/23: 12/222) 
4. They eat with their h~nds. (lF/113:125/222) 
5. The right hand is the food hand and is used 
for carrying food to the mouth. 
(3G/123:3717223) 
6. Fing ers of the right hand always carry food 
to the mouth--never the left. 
(11/134:160-161/196) 
J. Table Manners and Customs 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4-
6. 
8. 
Restraint is exercised in their eating 
because of the comparative scarcity of food. 
( 3G/31:42/191) 
Being able to eat much is considered as a 
kind of merit. (lF/51:146/222) 
Eating is performed in silence and with 
great rapidity. (11/134:160-161/196) 
The sexes are separated in eating. 
(11/108:577/19} 
It is considered improper for the husband 
to eat with his wife and children. 
( 2E/12.5: SO / 196) 
Men eat first, then women, and finally the 
children. (3B/100:31/193) 
Meals for young people are cooked at the 
assembly house where everybody gets his 
ration from the appointed distributor. 
( 9D/57: 12/196) 
A meal of joy is given when anyone escapes 
sickness or accident. (9A/112:138 /54} 
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K. Exrunples of Main Dietary Items 
1. Milk ( lA/97: 8 7 /193) 
2. Pork (lB/55 :153/193) 
3. Milk and meat (lD/79 :15 7-158/193) 
4. Millett (lG/118 :223/193) 
5. Seals: in the winter (3A/123: 48 /262) 
6 . Corn (3G/31:220/193) 
7. Rice ()A/30:10/193) 
8 . Taro, yam, and s weet potato (9C/147:67/193 ) 
9. Taro (9D/147:66/193) 
VI . Sleep 
A. Regulation of Sleeping Position 
1. A p erson should sleep with h is face turned 
in the direction of Me cca. (2A/145:138/222) 
2. On no account will a native sleep with h is 
head turned toward the sea. (2C/40:l93/221 } 
3. The natives have a habit of sleeping in close 
proximity to the fire, making accidental 
burning a very frequent occurren ce. 
(7/14 2:96/222) 
4. The natives sleep with their heads to the 
side walls, feet to the central passage. 
(11/15 :237-238/222} 
B. The Ability to Command Sleep at any Ti me 
1. The Maori are able to coJrL'Tiand sleep at any 
time--by day or by ni gh t, in health or in 
sickness. By being able to do so they doubt-
less escaped much misery, ment a l and physical. 
(11/28 :371/222) 
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2. They sleep upon the hard ground either 
starved with cold or parched with heat, and, 
if overtaken with a storm, often lie soaking 
in the water the whole ni ght. (4B/38:150/222} 
3. The Trukese sleep well an~vhere: on bare 
ground as well as in the g rass, or in a hut 
--nothing is able to disturb them. 
(9:8/22:208/222) 
4. They are used to sleeping at odd hours during 
the day and have not that traditional assoc-
iation of daylight with working period and 
ni ght with slee~ing period. 
(10/48:156-157/222) 
C. Sleep is not Too Important 
1. Sleep tends to weaken a man and make him 
wretched. (lA/97:312/222) 
2. Reindeer herdsmen, men or women, often go 
without sleep for two or three days. 
( lE/21: 3 7/513) 
3. Sick persons are not allowed to sleep too 
much for fear they will not wake anymore. 
( 6/83:270/546) 
4. Although they admit the value of sleep after 
prolonged activity, they do not feel that it 
is entitled to any great consideration. 
(10/48:156-157/222) -
D. The Soul May Leave the Body During Sleep 
1. The souls of sick people are in dang er of 
being abducted by malevolent spirits or 
otherwise leaving the body during sleep. 
( 6/83:270/.546) 
2. You should not waken a person directly as by 
touching him or by shaking him. You should 
waken him gradually:- his spirit may be absent 
from the body during that sleep and you should 
give it time to reenter its physical basis. 
( 11/12: 31~/222) 
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3. They have consideration for sleeping people 
and take care not to wake them up, even for 
worship. ~nen they do wake them, they call 
them by various names and tak e care not to 
touch them. (9B/22:208 /222 } 
E . Sleep During Illness 
1. In case of sickness, they fall into heavy 
and protracted slumber, interrupted only to 
fulfill physical needs. (lE/21:420/513 ) 
2. They have no compuction about waking a man 
no matter how tired or sick he may be. 
(10/48 :1.56-15 7/222) 
3. Sick persons are not allowed to sleep too 
much for fear they will not wa1ce anymore. 
They rouse them at intervals. (6/83:270/546) 
VII. Heredity 
1 • 
2. 
3-
r' 
:;;. 
No woman would marry a squeamish or lazy man .for 
.fear his son would inherit his father's qualities. 
(lA/97:344/35 3) 
Leprosy can be inherited, passing f rom grandfather 
to grandson, ~assing intermedi a te g eneration. 
(1A726:54-55! 541) 
The only idea of contag ion in lep rosy is associated , 
with heredity. They do not reject the lep er. 
(2D/34:374/753) 
It is considered a serious offense to marry or 
to have connexion with a dwarf or grossly deformed 
person. (2E/61:137-138/456) 
They believe in the transmission o.f a corr@on 
blood in the distaff line. ( 8 / 50:127/552) 
VIII. Preventive Medicine 
A. Quarantine 
1. Wnen a child has measles it is kept in a dark 
room and the child and parents are isolated. 
(3C/17:193/494) -
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B. 
2. Jivaros avoid all contact with a sick person 
after h e has contracted hi s illness . 
<4c/126 :l20/7.53) 
3. Those susp ected of being sick of leprosy or 
s yphilis are banish ed to the forest and 
furnished wi th food for a peri od of time. 
(lF/119:2_58/.541) 
4-
). 
6. 
Family associates are isolated together in 
a tent when s yph ili s or small p ox break s 
out. They are supplied with f ood and drink , 
but all rel a tions with t hem are severed. 
( lD/103: 412/.546) 
They segregate those with . sleep ing sickness. 
( 2B/94: 2237.541) 
A separate hut i s built for very sick persons. 
(3C/19:34/.543) 
Purification 
1. All objects and grain, put in reserve for the 
coming se a son, shoul d be washed if an inhabit-
ant dies of leprosy. (2D/34:374/7.53) 
2. 
3. 
s. 
6. 
When a person dies the house is fumi g ated. 
(3E/60:l0-18 -38 ,I/.546) 
Items used by a child sick with me asles are 
burned behind the house. (3C/17:193/494) 
Af ter a colony of persons sick with leprosy 
or syphi lis die off, the building s are 
burned with all the goods in them. 
( lF /119: 2)8 /.541) 
Jivaros attributed their i mmunity from disease 
to their p ractice of "washinp the stomach" 
daily /induced vomitinE7• { ~C/107:2)1/753) 
The p rop erty of t ho se afflicted with sleeping 
sickness is thrown away. (2B/94:223/54l ) 
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c. Inoculation 
l. Inoculation is well known, being learned 
from the peasants of Syria. (lA/26:52/541) 
2. They i n oculate a gainst smallpox. 
( 2B/94: 121/54 ) 
D. Flight 
l. Mi gration has in a larg e measure contributed 
to the salvation of the Cuna during main 
land malaria ep idemics. <4A/98 : 480/543) 
2. The whole villag e is destroyed and abandoned 
in case of an epidemic. <4c/69:5l0/51 5 ) 
3. "Removal from one p art of the country to 
another was an esteemed remedy for certain 
diseases, not for the chang e of climate, 
but to avoid the power of evil . spirits. 11 
(ll/134:220/543) -
4. There are accounts of mass migrations from 
disease. They a lso shun those with co n tag -
ious diseases. ( l E/21 :~.60-462/753} 3 8 / 
E . Other Preventive Measures 
l. 
2. 
Vfhen an e p idemic starts in one village, 
inhabitants of nei s hboring villages get 
together and attack the villag e, k illing 
all the victims of the disease, burning 
do1om all houses and driving the remaining 
inhabitants to the mountains. 
( 9C/96: 279/.541) 
The Trukese take re gular ste ~~ bat h s. 
These are called safun manau, medicine of 
life. (9B/75:202~Z} 
Blood-brotherhood is practiced as a me ans 
of health protection.- (2D/l:253-254/75l) 
-This a b straction may be applied to the subheading A. 
Quarantine. 
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4. Young people generally bathe in fresh water, 
and only old people bathe in the sea. Young 
peop le shoul d bathe every morning before 
breakfast. In addition, they practice cere-
monial puri f ication and long bath ing in 
col d water. (JC/20:456/347) and 
( JC/19 : 26/34 7) 
5. Many are p articularly cleanly in their 
p e rsons, and bathe dai ly, both in the winter 
and in the su:rnrner; hands, however•, are often 
smeared with colors and fat; sometimes the 
whole body is bedaubed. (JD/93:290/222) 
6. 
7. 
8 . 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
As comp a red with other Indians, t h ey were 
industrious, intellig ent, and cleanly in 
t h eir habits. (JE/10:136/222) 
A re gulation that was strictly observed in 
early times was the daily bath in the nearest 
body of water. (JF/129:365/222) 
They are a pretty cl e an people, both in their 
bodies, and in dressine and in eating their 
food, was h ine; before the~r eat. (4-A/23: 12/222) 
They bathe almost every day in some lake or 
river. {L~B/38: .53/222) 
They are a clean people. They take a bath 
every day, frequently bathing t wice. 
(4 C/iS9:5l0 / 5 1.5) 
They practice the daily habit of taking a 
morning bath in the river and anoth er in 
the evening . (4D/46:65/222) 
Everybody bathed when the dai ly work was 
done; clean clothes were then put on. The 
Balinese are as fastidi ous in the care of 
their bodies as they a r e about dress, and 
people of all classes mak e almost a cult 
of cleanliness. (5A/JO:l02/221) 
"Young women are quite clea..nly in respect 
to their bodies and are as sensitive about 
h alitosis and B.O. as anywhere, I suspect." 
(5B/ 5 : 5 3-54/222) 
~ I 
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14. No washing is done with water, but a s p ecial 
marrow grease is kept in a little sack which 
serves to clean the body. (3B/l00: 4 2/222 ) 
15 . They are fanatical about physical cl e anli-
ness; they tru{e baths several times a day, 
especially ai'ter any ex ertion t h at caus es 
the body to perspire. After every meal, 
t h ey clean an d r _nse out their mouths and 
wash their hands carefully. 
(9D/2:?88-289 / 54l) 39/ 
16. They a re a v e ry cleanly p eople with a penchant 
for bath ing at all hours. ( 10/~-9: 99/222} 
17. Chieftains distinguished themselves by their 
special cleanliness. (9A/112:72/222) 
B. Evidence of Poor Personal Cleanliness 
1. 
2. 
6. 
They pay scant attention to cleanliness. 
(lA/97:134/222) 
It is g enerally asserted tha t the ~arias 
are dirty and ob ject to was h ing . 
(lB/55 :65-66 / 2 22} 
Only ol d women o f well-to- do p eople app e a r 
presentable. (lD/103:462/222) 
The Kazak s have t h ree enemies: absence of 
hygiene, lack of reme dies f or dis ease brou _h t 
by the settlers, and a mode of life that is 
hi gh in occupational hazards. (lD/79 :117/222) 
They cann ot be called a clean p eop le. They 
call t h ems elves the "not wash ing people • 11 
(lE/21:40 / 515} 
They p a y n~ regard to cleanl iness. 
(lG/76:42-43/193) 
39/ 
- Although the constant bathin g is a praiseworthy practice, 
one s h ortcoming notice d was t hat the pools used do n ot have 
the water ch ange d too well; fu rthermore, d iseased. persons 
are allowed to u s e thes e srune p ools {persons with boils, etc.). 
7. 
8 . 
9. 
10. 
12. 
13. 
Personal cleanliness, though limited, is 
not entirely ne glected. The Ainu hut, which 
is hermeti cally sealed, is used somewhat as 
a steam or sweat house . (lG/135:239-2Lj_o/222) 
Di'rt is often associated wi th medicines and 
cleansing of the body may l ead to the loss 
of ma g ical potency. (2D/45 : L~62/515 ) 
The Achewa, as a race, cann ot be sai d to be 
overfond of washing ; however, the}' believe 
in "washing the eyes. 11 (2E/125:4o-47/222} 
Thei r g eneral appearance varies according 
to the season; contact with the di rt and 
mud in the SUilli ler makes them di rty; and in 
the winter, with the new fur cloth ing and 
contact with snow, they keep clean. 
(3A/64:B39/515) ~~ 
The Truk n a tives have a reputation of being 
the laziest and dirtiest people of the South 
Seas. It is almost as though they h a ve no 
sense of order and cleanliness. They take 
baths--yet they are never clean. 
(9 B/22:219-220/221) 
The cleanliness of these p eople is nothing 
remarkable in comparison with other Melanesian 
Coastal peoples. ( 9C/96 :31/222 ) 
11 Bathing makes one subject to colds and is 
not customary amone; grown persons." 
( l F /119:528 / 541} 
The people are dirty; ho v"lever, they k eep 
their houses clean. (9 A/ B9:353-354/222) 
bill! Social morality takes no account of personal cleanliness. 
( J A/63: 238 / 515 } 
c. Evidence of Good Property Cleru1liness 
l. They have very elementary i de as about personal 
hygiene; however, they are very particular 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
of the cleanliness of person and dwelling. 
(2D/l:273/515) 
As compared wi tb. other Indians, they were 
industrious, intelligent, and cleanly in 
their habits. (3E/l0:130/222) 
All dirt and waste are removed from the 
house by daily s weeping; nor are the dirt 
or refuse tol e rated in the nei ghborhood. 
( 4c /69: 510/515 J 
The Balinese make almost a cult of cleanli-
ness. (SA/30:102/221) 
The people are dirty; however, they keep 
their houses clean. (There are some area 
differences, however.) (9A/89:353-354/222) 
Cleanliness extends not only to the body 
but to the houses and utensils. (9D/133:214 
/222) 
D. Evidence of Poor Property Cleanliness 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
5. 
They pay scant attention to cleanliness. 
(lA/97:134/222) 
The 1\:azaks have their enemies: absence 
of hyg iene, lack of remedies for disease 
brought in by the settlers, and a mode of 
life that is high in occupational hazards. 
(lD/79:111/222) ' 
They cannot be called a clean people. 
( 1E/2i: 4o /515) 
People take much care of their persons yet 
move about in scenes so repugnantly filthy. 
( 2A/90: 3 71/541) 
Huts are hardly ever swept or smeared out. 
( 2E/l25: 48/4 76) 
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6. 
7. 
8 . 
Villages were not orderly or cleanly. 
(3D/104:181/222) 
First visitors reported much filth in the 
houses. (9B/75:28 /222) 
Health conditions among the natives have 
been very poor. (9C/53:3312/548) ~/ 
It is in hyg ienic habits t h at s h ortcomines 
exist. ~117127:239/222) 
E . Personal App earance 
1. Fatness is a calamity. (5B/4:23-24 /451) 
2. 
3. 
6. 
Their ideal of bodily beauty shows little 
tendency toward corpulence. (9A/ll2:71/451 } 
Baldness among men is a calamity. 
(7/141:234/451) 
They take p recautionary measures a gainst 
the falling of hair, feeling that baldness 
is a calamity. (9A/112:73/451) 
Not to be pretty is the greatest cross 
for a Truk girl. ( 9B/22:171~+51) 
11 Young women are as sens itive about halitosis 
and B. 0. as anywhere, I suspect." 
(5B/ 5 : 53-54/222) 
X. Infant Care 
A. Evidence of Good Care 
1. The baby is washed every morning and evening 
and is sometimes smeared with oil. This 
oiling is believe d to be good f or the s kin 
and as a p rotection against dampness. 
( 2 B/ 9Lp 121, 366/484) 
lil/. I ~This abstraction has been accep ted as an i mplication of 
p oor property cleanliness and entered here as such. 
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2. 
J. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
8. 
10. 
11. 
The mother washes the child morning and 
night; sometimes even at noon so that the 
s k in will not dry. (2D/80:172/515) 
They are extremely found of children and 
take the best care possible of them with 
their limited knowledge. The babies are 
k ept clean, being bathed at least once a 
day with cold water. (2F/86:286-287/none) 
If a child does not bathe ever"'r day the sun , 
comes up, he will not grow. <4A/98:489-490/222) 
Frequent washine by ch ildren is encouraged 
by the mothers; and those who don't are 
subjected to derisive remarks from companions 
or elders. ( 10/48 : 151-152/~-95) 
The infant may be suckled until he is three 
or four years old. (2D/84:18 / 862) 
The baby is breast fed for one year. 
(3E/60 :Hockett notes/L~84) 
The mother is very closely attached to the 
infant until it can trust itself on its 
feet. She is never seen kissing it or 
giving it pet nrunes; but, nevertheless, 
she pays close attention to the more 
important things. For example, the mother 
keeps the child at breast as long as it 
suits it; and if the family increases, the 
grandmother takes over this role. 
( 4D/ll5: 250 /~-84) 
They suckle children for as long as three 
years. (4B/38 :~J/484 ) 
Dentition is watched with care. 
( 2D/80: 173/856 ) 
The father often plays with the baby, always 
laying it on his lap with the feet pointing 
forward. ( 3A/63: 168-169/855) 
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12. The parents frequently massag e their 
children while ·nursing them. They draw 
out the children's arms and leg s so that 
they will g row and be beautiful; stroke 
their bodies and pinch their noses to maKe 
them strai ght. (3A/63:165/854) 
13. The parents practice massag e in rearing 
children; head, face, and limbs are care-
fully rubbed to cause them to assume an 
admired form. (11/13:413/546) 
14. When a baby is small, if you scare it too 
much you will scare his shadow away, mak e 
him sick. (3E/60:Hockett notes/481) 
15. A small child should not be left in the 
house alone for an evil spirit might come 
and steal its life. ~/ To help a chl.ld 
walk, one may massage its leg s. 
(3G/9:41-42/~.8 6) . 
16. The infant is made ashamed of allowing his 
natural functions free play in public early. 
( 8 /50:274/495) 
B. Evidence of Ne g lect 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Hyg iene is neglected among children, many 
of whom are attacl{ed by Tinea which causes 
baldness in hairy regions.---r2A/90:397 /5~-l) 
No sanitary or hygienic precautions are 
taken for the babies, almost all of whom 
have skin diseases. (5B/8l:l85/485 ) 
The father has no care of his own child. 
( 3F /129:360/451) 
bjg! 
Safety concept implication? 
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XI. Development of Hardiness 
1. 
2. 
3. 
5. 
6. 
8 . 
Babies are bathed at least once a day in cold 
water. (2F/86:286-28 7/none) ~/ 
Mother mak es children bathe and lie on hard 
ground to accustom them to fati gue and to 
toughen them. (3F/129:366/222) 
Infants were g iven cooling as well as strength~ 
ening baths. (4A/35:14/L~8 5} 
They practice long bathing in cold water. 
{3C/19:26/347) 
"Old folks used to take a cold bath every morning . 
This toughened them up and they didn't get sick 
like they do now, not so much." 
(3E/60:l0-26-39,III/222) 
Men and boys enjoyed early morning baths. In 
the winter, they rolled in the snow; this was 
accompanied by running . This was not practiced 
for cleanliness but for hardiness and the rabbit 
drive. (3G/31:35-36/222) 
Bathing in cold water is the most healthy way. 
(3G/130:87/222) 
Although they p ractice bath ing as a reli g ious 
duty, they avoid h ot water as they fe el it is 
prejudicial to their health. ( 3F'/129: 366/222) 
XII . Sickness 
A. Causation: Demons, Spirits, etc. 
1. 
2. 
Illness is generally a manifestation of the 
ill will of a god or spirit. (lB/55:174 / 5 42} 
Sickness is caused by a demon angered by t h e 
patient. {1C/122: 4 2B/543) 
lilfhe bracketed codification indicates that the abstraction 
was made from the original source cited, without the benefit 
of the Cross-Cultural classification. 
3. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9· 
Every bodily reaction, as well as every 
illness, is believed to proceed from a 
g iven constellation; thus, separate c ases 
acquire s pe cial meaning , attributed to 
11 cosmic influence." (lD/79:160/4.51) 
The evil spirit s of several diseases have 
s pecial names. (lE/21:297-298 /753) 
11 Disease and death are not natural, they 
are the spiteful work of malignant demons.n 
(lG/7:106/.541} -
The Ainu think that sickne ss is a direct 
punishment from the Creator: 
a. 11 IVIan existed bei"'ore disease, for, unless 
there was some person to be ill, sickness 
coul d h a ve no place ••• 
b. Health is naturally prior to sickness 
and is the p rope~ condition of man ••• " 
(lG/6 :199/542) 
11 With us the germ is the disease in embryo, 
but with the Ainu the demon is n ot the 
disease itself but the cause and parent 
thereof, having the abilit-y t o wi l l , a ct, 
and t h ink." (lG/7:107/.541) 
The owl is s upposed to cause disease among 
infants. Chi ldren are not allowed to stay 
under the open sky in the evenlng, about one 
half hour before sunset for fear an owl 
will flv over its head and make it ill. 
(2A/14.5:4ol/541) 
Small pox is caused by &~ evi l spirit 
wandering around. (2B/94:121/54) 
10. Diseases are due to non-human agents: 
a. deities of special diseases such as 
small p ox 
b. unclass i f i ed evil spirits 
c. deities neither good nor bad who are not 
the object of regular worship 
d. deities who are regularly worslupped or 
propitiated in the various cults 
e. the ancestors 
-( 2B/9Lp 309-3ll/5L~3) 
11. Sickness may be caused by swallowing an 
evil spirit. (2B/94.:299/5L~j.) 
12. Diseases represent the punishments of a 
hierarchy--when illness occuPs, al l men 
and women must confess their wrong doing, 
and all sorcerers :must t h row away t h eir 
par~nhernalia at the crossroads. 
( 2C 159:136/54-3) 
13. " Most of the Achewa ascribe the causes of 
disease and death to supernatural agencies." 
(2E/ 125:139/ 543) 
l q. . Sickness and ill fortune are usually 
ascribed to the malevolence of ghosts. 
(2F/85 :226/543) 
15 . As a cause of sickness, ghosts are most 
comraon, sorcery second, and fate least co~xaon. 
In reg ard to ill fortune, t h is order is 
reversed. Illness is almost always a r esult 
of sin, but it is a Rhost that is the a9ent 
of punisl~ent. (2F/o6:272-273/543) ~/ 
16. The theory of death, accidents, and sickness: 
mali gnant activities of evil spirits or of 
the "sh ades of the dead." Seances are held 
for propitiating or intimidating these "shades" 
and dispelling their influence. 
(3A/63:17l/753) 
m±l 
Their conception of illness is an excellent illustration 
of projection p henomena. (2F/68 :304-311/543} 
\ 
17. 
18 . 
19 . 
20. 
21. 
22. 
A malady is sometimes conceived of as 
something concrete implanted in the body 
by an off ended soul. 'l1he shaman h as to 
extract t he object. (3A/63 :173/753 ) 
They attribute sickness and death directly 
or indirectly to evil s piri ts. 
( 3B/100: l~/5Ljl~} 
The touch of a ghost causes sicknes s and 
deat h . (3C/17:18 1/543) 
Evil spirits both cause the illness and offer 
the material for fighting it. The Cuna do 
not draw an;r . sharp line between goo d and evil 
spirits. (4A/98 :488 / 543) ~/ 
11 Man should live forever if it were not f or 
· the kenaimas /ARH: Mythical little people? 
and evil spirTts which lurk about and ki lY 
him whenever the opportunity offers ." 
( 4D/~-7: 81/343) 
Sickness is due to real pason as ~D action 
of the Foetus-maker-deities or Star-deities. 
(5B/81, ILL :486-493/543) -
23. They believe that spirits wishing to do harm 
to man follow him close ly and therefore are 
attached to him in an unpleasant sense. 
(9C/140:616/543) -
2Lj.. . Danger t hreatens from all k inds of p owers, 
but t he natives are in great fear of demons, 
since they cause illness. ( 9 C/33:357/ 547 ) 
26. 
Demoniacal possession is a cor.rrnon belief and 
disease and bodily pains are believed to be 
caused by man-assailing demons. ( 11/15:67 /5L~3) 
Nat ives attribute illness to demonic 
influence. ( 9B/71: !_~60 /543) 
~/ 
1
1
!\ It is interesting to note the relationship between the 
reasoning involved in this entry and the principles of the 
attenuation of bacteria for the purposes of i~nunization. 
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27. Illness can be caused in a natural way, 
by sorcery, or by some s p iritual being . 
( 6/83:222-223/543) 
28 . The onset of an ep idemic is a l ways asso ciat ed 
with influences, mainly supernatural, f rom 
outside the l and . (10/LJ-9:378 / 541) 
B • . Causation: Egress of Soul from Body 
1. The soul may leave t h e b ody when the person 
is awake and s &~e and may stay away for day s 
and even week s. The mind and body continue 
to functi on but with r edu ced vigor; and, if 
the soul stal s awar too long , the body dies. 
(2F/65 :166-lo7/543J 
2. Siclmess is also p roduced by the soul l eaving 
the body. The Shaman is able to find and 
restore it. (JC/17:181/543) 
3. A person's shadow is with him when he is 
f irst born. When it is about to leave, one 
gets sick . If it l eave s permanently , you 
die. Doctoring is to keep a person 's 
spirit near and bring it back in. When a 
person's spirit leaves for go o d, it just 
vanishes. (3E/60:10-30-38 ,I/543) 
4. Sickness is attributed to the absence of t h e 
soul from the body. This is assi gned as the 
p rincipal, as well as the sec ondar~ cause. 
The object of the doctor is to induce it to 
come back. ( 3F /128 : 65L~/543) 
5 . The souls o f sick p eople are in danger of 
being abduct ed by malevolent s p irits or 
otherwise l eaving the body. ( b / 83:270/5 4 6 ) 
6. They believe in 11 sou l stealing ." 
( 7 /llt-1: 194-196/451) 
7. A victim of sorcery can live if the cause of 
his illness is on ly a f orei gn obJect, but must 
die if his soul is stolen. (7/14-1:210/)L~3) 
8 . Disease is attributed to witches who cap ture 
a man's soul: by work ing on parts of h is 
body or by projecting a foreign substance 
into his body. (2B/94 :12l/54) 
c. Causation: Sorcery, Ma g ic, etc. 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
6. 
8 . 
9. 
The general idea of sicln1ess is t hat it is 
caused by magi c and is best cured by the 
detection of the ma gician or by white counter-
magic. (lB/55 :225 -226/544 ) 
Disease is attributed to vvi tches VTho cap t u re 
a man's sou l: by worl:ing on parts of his 
body or obj e cts in associ a tion with h is body, 
or by p rojecting a forei gn substance into h is 
b o dy . ( 2 B/94: 121/54) -
The only s erious illnesses not attri bute d in 
any de gree to witchcraft or ma g ic are t wo 
diseases of infants. They feel the i n fant's 
sojourn in the wo rl d is uncertain and so do 
not seek veng eance if they die. 
( 2D/L~3 :4 79-~.80 /753 ) 
No matter what a p erson dies of, he or s he 
is supposed to have be en bewitched. 
(2D/25 :260-261/753) 
The influence of the "evil eyen is concept-
ualized as a caus e of sickne s s. (2D/1:247/753 ) 
If a native just sick ens without apparent 
caus e , it is invari ab l y considered to b e the 
direct result of being bewitched. 
(2E/125:150/543) 
Sorcery is reg arded as a secondary c ause of 
disease. ( 2F 786 :2 72-273/543) 
A shaman can caus e d isease by t t>-.r owing it 
i nto the body, throwing stick , s k in or quartz, 
which is the most dangerou s. (3C/17:181/543) 
Sickness is c aused by witchcraft, by 
sacrilege, by quarreling , by contact with a 
society during a ritual, etc. (3G/41: 88- 89 / 543) 
--==========-==--
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10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
1 6. 
17. 
18 . 
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All misery resulting from deaths and disorders 
is attributed to the magical arts of Jugg lers 
ffugglers: sorcerers?, whom at other time s 
they revere as ~hysi cians and saviors. 
(4B/38:231-232/543) 
They make a distinction between evil caused 
by witchcraft and disease. Illness attributed 
to witchcraft is accompanied by pains and 
swelling; however, disease is brought by the 
whites , not particularly accompanied by pain . 
(4c/69:270-271/75 3) 
Sickness and disabilities of every sort are 
due to the evil influence of a medicine man 
in some other village. Pains are due to the 
presence of foreign objects in the body. 
These need not be material objects. 
C4D/L~6: 72/5~-3) 
Illness can be caused in a natural way, by 
sorcery, or by some sp iritual being . 
(6/83:222-223/543) 
They believe in "soul stealing ." 
(7/141: 194-196/451) 
Death is c aused by witchcraft, sorcery, 
poisoning, suicide or by actual assault. 
(8/50:1 50 /551) 
Disease may be the result of food on which 
a spell has been cast. (9B/75:306/543) 
The black shaman may harm men toward whom 
he is ill disposed. (lF/66:107/543) 
In everything the Cuna narrate, color magic 
- plays an exceedingly i mportant part. They 
tell of red, blue, and black illnesses. A 
larg e number of the illnes s es are red . 
(4A79 9:676/543) 
D. Illness as a Result of Taboo Violation 
1. Those who separate lovers are punished with 
sickness. (lA/97:168 /543) 
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2. Illness is thought to be caused by one or 
more of the s p irits on account of some act 
or omission. (lC/56:116-117/543) 
3. There are many threats to health in order 
that people be kept in line. (2A/145:60l-
602/L~96) 
4. Diseases represent punisli..ment of a hierarchy 
--when illness occurs, all men and. women must 
confess th~ir wrong doing. (2C/59:136/543) 
5. Disease may be caused by stealing from a 
field p rotected by charms. (2C/58 :160-161/543) 
6. Certain illnesses are caused by the violation 
of certain sex taboos. (2E/12):76/495 ) 
7. 
8. 
9· 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
Illness is almost always a result of sin. 
(2F/ 8 6:272-273/543) 
It is dangerous to talk about illness or 
other disagreeable things. If one who is 
f~K/ffr$:~~3J5~~} is, he will become ill. 
Disease and esp ecially death are gre at sources 
of taboo. (4c/69:397/753) 
Informants do not wish to speak about the 
causes of illnesses at all, on account of 
their fear of bad consequences to themselves 
from such dangerous topics. (6/83 :221/543) 
Sometimes improper participation in a 
ceremony will cause illness. ( 7 /lLj.l: 234/5LJ.3) 
Every disease is held to be caused by a 
taboo.· ( 8 /50:138/543) 
Adverse and unpleasant circumstances are 
punishments for violation of corr~and s or 
prohibitions g iven to mankind by the s p irits. 
(9B/l05:21-22/543 ) 
1~-· Illness is attributed to sin. (10/106 : 413/543) 
l·,··g· . ~ .  . 
... J ~-
Affe ctions of the throat are due to eat ·i mr 
some taboo food. (11/14:48/542) - "" 
16. When a man , willingly or unwillingly, has 
off end ed some sp irit, violated his rights, 
or did not fulfill his oblig ations, he would 
be punished by di sease or some other 
calamity. (lF /66:104/543 ) 
E. Odors and Sickness 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
They believe some odors are harmful; and, 
therefore, stop up the nose of a sick 
person. ( lA/9 7:179/543) 
It is only certain bad smells t hat the 
d emons (disease) are afraid of; they also 
dislik e anythin~ of nauseous flavor. 
(lG/6:267-268 / 546) 
To rid the self of an epileptic fit (spirit), 
you must wash in strong smelling medicine. 
( 2E/l25: 118 /45q. ) 
Bad s p irits are attracted by the smell of 
a sick person. A fire should be kept burning 
outside the door to ke ep them away. 
( 6 / 83 :223/546 ) -
" Brimstone is thought to have the povver of 
suffocating di sease.'' (lG/7:107/541) bt£/ 
F . Relationsh ip of Dreams/Omens to Si ckness 
J 
1. They watch the stars constantly, believing 
that t h ey have more unfavorable t han favorable 
qualities. ( lA/9 7: 399/ 542 ) 
2. Every bodily reaction, as well as every 
illness, is b e lieved to proceed f rom a given 
constellation; thus separate cases acquire 
special me aning , attributed to "cosmic 
influences." (lD/79:160/451 ) 
LL6/ ~The role of brimstone may be interpreted as being effective 
either in the olfactory sense or the "confini ng" sense. The 
inclusion of this entry in this category may b e questioned 
with justification. 
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3. If anyone dreams of fire, it forebodes 
sickness. (3F/128 :515/541) 
L~ . Dreams p l ay a tremendously b i g role with 
the Cuna when it comes to find ing ou t reasons 
f or illnesses and such t h ing s. Certain 
dreams are very serious symp toms of illne ss. 
(4A/98 : 336/543) 
5. Most of the dreams experienced are felt to 
be of a dang erous character and are sometimes 
directly responsible for causing illness. 
(7/141:512/541) 
G. Relationship of Bad Th oughts and Ba d Language 
to Sickness 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Bad thoughts are a man's g reat weakness. 
If a man has a disease and think s bad 
thoughts, it makes it possible for the 
disease to get the b est of him. 
(3G/130:4487351) 
Evil thoughts may upset the stomach. 
( 3G/130: 28 0/541) 
Bad languag e is p articularly injurious in 
causing tapewo r m. ( l F /119:116/541} 
H. Bad Bloo d and Sickness 
1. They have some concep tion of the circulation 
of t h e blood, deduced from observat i ons that 
the p oison of an arrow-wotmd is transmitted 
throu ghout the s ys tem. (2B/94:359 /451) 
2. If we had no blood we would have no n e rves. 
If our blood is not good, we lose our health. 
It is the black, dirty blood that makes t h e 
sickness. (3G/130:415/451) 
3. Bad blood causes sickness. (9B/75:306/543) 
- ==---~-= -=--==.. -=--- = 
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I. Yawning and Sickness 
1. They are cautious when yawning for fear the 
demon will cause various di sease to enter 
the body. (1A/97:399/5L~3) 
2. A person must cover his mouth whe n yavming 
--or bad luck. (2A/144:407/223) 
3. Sickness may be produced by swallowing an 
evil s pirit. (2B/94:299/54li_) 
J. Toothache 
1. 
2. 
3. 
"Demon insects" are the cause of toothache . 
(lG/6:333- 334/542) 
Vfuen a man has a toothache, h e says that the (2Y/ (spirit) of his tooth is gone. 
E 125:114-115/342 ) 
A toothache is believed to be caused from 
some sort of grub. (ll/1L~:49/543l 
K. Talking About Sickness 
1. It is dangerous to talk about illness or 
other disagreeabl e things. (2A/145:603/543) 
2. Informants do not wi sh to speak about the 
causes of illne sses at all on account of 
their fear of bad consequences to themselves 
from such dangerous topics. ( 6/83: 221/5!.! . 3) 
3. The Balinese attach gr eat significance to 
any sort of physical sickness. To complain 
of illness, no matter how slight is a 
favorite sub~ect of discussion. 
( 5A/30: 351/543) 
L. Unusual Conceptions of Contagious Disease 
1. Simple ulcers can be caught. 
(2D/43:50l-502/753 ) 
- - - ~- -===~ -=---=--
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2. Smallp ox, elsewhere universally feared , is 
to -the Khasi a mark of favor with the god. 
Patient is not avoided; in fact, people 
bring healthy children to him so t hat they 
may receive the "kiss of t h e god." 
(lC/122:413/546) 
·M . Evi dence of Immunity from: 
1. Venereal complaints are almost whollv 
unknown among the Aenezes. (lA/26: 54/546) 
2. There is no evidence of ric kets among the 
Kazaks. (lD/79 :14 7/193) 
3. They seem able to largely withstand the 
effects of opium, the use of wh ich is 
widespread . (lD/79:157-158 /19 3) 
4. Tooth decay. (3A/64:44B/752) 
5 . Tooth de cay. (4B/38 :219/451) 
6. Tooth de cay. (10/49 :15/451} 
8 . 
g. 
Si ckness and disease are seldom found. 
(lD/103: 412/193) 
They are very seldom sick . <4B/38 :222-223/543) 
Illnesses are rare. (4C/107:251/753) 
10. They are hardened to the cold. (lE/21:243/511) 
N. Care of the Sick 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Schombure was de ep ly i mpressed and grieved 
at t h e negl e ct and loveless h an dling of t heir 
sick. <46/115:252-253/552} 
The sick are often iso lated and treated 
cruelly. (ll/54:4-5/5L~) 
On no account may an Ifug ao stay away from 
home when a member of his family is sick. 
( 5 B/4: 122/546) 
I 
5. 
It is a crime to neglect another in time of 
sickness. (5B/3:186/5~-6) 
Members of the family have some medical 
knowl edge and tru{e turns in caring for the 
sick. (9C/33:370/547) 
XIII . Therapeutic Measures 
A. Prayer 
1. The Ainu , in their historical past, depended 
alr10st entirely upon prayer to t he go ds , and 
upon Nature f or recovery from d isease. 
(lG/6:194/546) 
2. They h ave small temples dedicated to Mulong 
which are used only when praying f or rain 
or for the cessation of sicknes s. 
( 2E/125: 125/34 7) 
3. The mother often resorts to prayer vn1en 
her children's health is concerned. 
(3C/18 :666-672/485) 
B. Written and Spoken Words 
1. 
2. 
3. 
They have g reat faith in the medical efficacy 
certain words written on slips of pap er which 
the ;eatient swallows with avidity. 
(lA/26: 55/ 546 ) 
They employ incantations against disease. 
(lE/21:476/753) 
The Balinese place great trust in their 
medical manus crip ts: lontais. (5A/l 43 :7-8/54 ) 
Different susii own spells f or different 
diseases. This ovmership is p as s ed down in 
fami lies. (8 /50: 80/543) 
c. Music and Song s 
1. A fiddle is p layed and a song is sung by 
the baksa to cure illness. (lD/27: 93 / lt-55} 
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2. They have a very sli ght acquaintance with 
medicine; they mostly have recourse to the 
dr um and singing of "medicine men" for the 
cure of diseas e. ( 3D/93: 384/542) 
3. Sone s are sung when a person has a headache. 
( 4-A798 : 363/45 1) 
L~. Song s are sung befo r e g athering medicin al 
herbs for the treatment of sick chi l dren . 
<4A/35:16-17/546 ) 
D. Counter-Ma gic 
1. 
2. 
3. 
~-· 
6. 
White magic is merely counter-magi c used by 
a friendly clan priest to avert or cure 
illness. ( l B/55 : 227-228 / 5W.J. ) 
They do not use any remedies of their own 
except magic. ( l E /21 :43-41+/755 ) 
Sickness and disabilities of every sort are 
due to the evi l influence of a medicine man 
in some other village. The local medicine 
man , or p iazonp 1 is t h e reli gious leader of 
spirits. ( 4D/~b :72/543} 
Therapeutic mag ic is a curative ritual; the 
two are one. (7/142:230/547) 
Medicines are us~d as a mag ic ag ainst the 
anu resnonsib le for t h e illness. 
\913/75: 3o5 /54 7) 
Members of the family have some medical 
knowl edg e and take turns in caring f or the 
sick . But a cure can be effected i f magic 
is used too. (9C/33:370/547) 
Diseases are cured by domestic means, 
s hamanism, and exorcism. (lF/119 :258/545) 
E . Devination and Diagnosis 
1. "Th e 
form 
rice 
t hen 
cause of illness is discovered by some 
of devination ••• g enerally by me~ns of 
grains, unless it is a serious illne ss, 
by log god. 11 (lB/55:227-228 / 544.) 
- --- ===-c= 
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2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
During illness, only the old women (deviners) 
are allowed to nurse the patients. 
( 2E/ 61: 108 /544) 
In most cases or sickness, diagnosis alone 
is considered suff icient to arrest evil, 
especially if reinf orced by abstinence from 
such articles or rood as the s haman may 
ordain. (JA/63:171/755 ) 
When a p erson is sick his rela tives h ave to 
tell the mangalil what t he actions or t h e 
person were previous to the sickness. The 
"doctor" t hen prescribes. (9D/73:326-J28 /5L~7) 
Mangalils do not 7give medicine; they only g ive advice. ( 9D 2:28 7/547} 
F. Scarification 
1. They never ble ed by opening a vein. In case 
or violent h eadache, t h e y make small incisions 
in t he s k in or the forehead. (lA/26: 54/546 ) 
2. The duties or priests consist chiefly of 
scarifying at times of ep idemics and during 
visitations of sickness. (lC/56:121/541) 
J. They relieve snow blindness and headaches 
by p erforating the skin on t h e temples. 
They also employ scarif ication as a reme dy 
for illness. (lE/62:185/758) 
G. Bleeding 
1. 
2. 
J. 
"There is a good deal or bad blood i n women 
which must be taken out." .[blood-lettin~7 
(lG/6: 50/541) 
Blee ding carries off poison a f ter a snak e-
bite. ( l G / 6 :141/542) 
Tuesday is a day for blood-letting all over 
the country (bad b lood which ought to be 
removed). ( 2A/l4lp 42/546 ) 
'• . 
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5. 
6. 
Blood-letting is not p r a cticed on Ho ly Day 
(not derined). (2A/145 :297-298/546) 
Headache is sometimes cure d by bleeding . 
(JA/63:171/7) 2) 
Vfhen a child burns himselr, t h e father or 
mother ma."l{e s a cut on h is k nee and nut s the 
b lood on the c hild's burn . This removes 
the pain . (JC/17:188/4 91+ ) 
7. They practice bleeding . (3D/93!359-3 60/5L~2 ) 
8 . 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
Blood-letting and suckin~ were rrequently 
resorted to. (3F/128 :624-627/547 ) 
Bloo d- letting is ~racticed to relieve sev e re 
pain . (3G/31: 54!5L~6) 
They cut each other's leg s with a p iece or 
rock cry stal as a remedy r or over-rati gue. 
C4D/109 : 332/3L~2) 
Bleeding may be resorted to as a cure ror 
weariness. {l.jl)/110: 706 ... 707/451) 
Fever and p ain are relieved by bleeding . 
(6 / 83 :223-224 / 546 ) 
Blood-letting was practiced on the island. 
(9A/92:228 / 5J+7 ) 
rr Yap g irls have a headache, the phys ician 
breaks the mucous membrane or the nose, 
caus ing bleeding . ( 9C/96:278/)~_6) 
H. Sacririce 
1. 
2. 
3. 
In case or int e rnal dis eases , sacririces 
are made. (lC/122:428 - 429/554) 
They make animal sacririces and s prinkle 
the blood upon the sick and t hei r comp a.11y. 
( lD/27: 68 -69 /Li-51) 
Sacririces or bead s are made to the spirits 
to ward orr disease. (lE/21:347/751) 
_-::..:..:::::-= -
I. Massag e 
1. "The only t h ing I like of Truk medicine is 
Rao /KIR: massage? and also s te am baths . 11 (9B/75:202/222) -
2. "Massag e is practiced for ~umerous ailments 
and is do n e according to very definite laws 
which are not known to eve r ybody. It is t he 
only sensible and useful art of the entire 
medi cal knowledg e of the p eop le of Truk . 11 
(9B/22:200/542 } 
3. Massage: a) squeezing process b) tramplin g 
on t he body by a b arefooted person. Tlus 
latter is p rac t iced even in cases of excessive 
fati gu e--with excellen t resul ts , it is s a i d . 
( ll/i3: L~l3/5L~6 ) 
J. Steam and Sweat Baths 
1. 
2. 
3. 
s. 
6. 
Ste am baths are employ e d in a t h erap eutic 
cap acity. ( 2F / 85 : 225/5L~6) 
The Peel River Kutch in practice sweat bathing 
a s a curative p rocedure. (JB/100:)2/222 } 
Wnen a disease cannot be located and the 
symptoms are general wealme ss and ill-
locali zed pains, t he sweat b ath is re sorted 
to. (JC/17:179-180/)46 ) 
Doctors prescribe sweat baths for rhewnat ism, 
etc. ( 3E/6o: 10-4-38 , I /546 ) 
The stemn bath is used ag a ins t different 
illnesses; for inst ance, r h eumatism and even 
laziness. It is a good t h ing to persp ire 
much in a steam bath. He who does no t 
persp ire much d i es early . (Lj.A/98:L,B9 / 222 ) 
Steam baths and cold river bat h s p l ay an 
important therapeutic role. 
<40/115 :265-266/ 546 ) 
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7. Steam baths are called safun manau , medicine 
of life. Some hinder tne e1rect of steam 
baths by sitting in t h e wind to cool off 
i~mediately after the bath. (9B/75 :202/222) 
8 . Ste&il or vapor baths are both used in some 
comp laints. (11/14:50/546) 
K. Medicinal Baths 
1. People sui'fering from diseas e s, especially 
nervous diseases, are taken to the priest 
who makes them drink and wash their bo dies 
with a liquid from a gourd. (2B/ 94:289/546 ) 
2. To ri d oneself of an epileptic fit (spirit } , 
one must wash in strong s melling medicine. 
(2E/l25:118/454) 
J. They take medicinal baths, even as long as 
for a six months period. These baths are 
often taken several times daily. 
( 4-A/98: L1.89 /222) 
L. Special Ceremonies 
1. They have an annual ceremony , pua-mansha 
for riddin9 the villag e of disease. 
(lB/ 55:101;54 1 ) 
2. They have small temples dedicated to Mulong . 
These are used only when prayin~ for rain or 
for cessation of sickness. (2E/125:125/J4 7) 
3. Seances are held for prop itiating or 
intimidating these 11 s h ades 11 and dispelling 
their influence in causing illness. 
(3A/6J:l71/753) 
4. The ceremonial buffalo dance is performe d 
to p revent or to cure disease. 
( 3G /123:124, I/5!+-1) 
5. Much of t h e cur i n g of illness is done by 
ceremonial societies, each of which seems 
to s p ecialize in the cure of s p ecific 
illnesses. (3G/8 :21/5 LI.6) 
- ----- ----- -,==-=~ 
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6. 
8. 
Medicine is not enough--a "secret 11 thing 
caused disease and a sacred ritual is to 
remove it. (7/141:231/455} 
Therapeutic magic is a curative ritual; the 
two are one. {7/142:230/547) 
Co~~unal invocations of spirits take place, 
on certain occasions, for the sick. 
( 9B/22: 31/543} 
M. Miscellaneous Practices 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
6. 
7. 
8. 
They 11 blow away" or 11 brush away" sickness. 
( lB/55: 227-228/54L~) 
"A new name . is g iven the sick person so that 
the demon will be outwitted when he comffito 
inquire for such a person." _( lG/7: 2LtJ_~/5L~ 7) 
Fire is used for curative purposes and so 
are ashes. (2A/145:132/546) 
They have a habit of cracking their fing ers 
by pulling them out: in order to g ain 
strength after an illness. ( 2E/61: 162/51.1-3} 
Tattooing is p racticed as a cure under 
certain conditions. (3B/100 :99/5~-7) 
The pl~Dt spirits play an important part in 
the relief of the sick person. The spirit 
of the nl~Dts used are invoked to aid in driving~ trouble out. (JF/121:123/546) 
They believe in medicine to make the tonp~e 
move more rapidly. C4A/23:516-518/Li.51) !:±]_/ 
11 
••• Plant medicine contains piirba (soul). 
The active element in all medicine is 
inciniirba. It does not always have hQman 
form but is imagined more as a power 
radiating from a sp irit in the character of 
a woman who guards the medicine ••• " 
( L~/98 : 3 LIJ+/5L~6) 
Jill 
To cure stuttering ~Dd other speech defects? 
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9. The same kinds of me dicine (all of a magical 
character} are used in almost any case of 
internal disease. Specif ic medicines are 
not believed in. ( 6/ 83: 223- 224-/546-) 
10. Sometimes a friend will lend some of his 
vital force to drive away a disease . 
(3A/63!172-173/755 ) 
XIV. Conception of Accident and Mishap 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
5. 
6. 
They theorize t hat ac cidents are caused by the 
malignant activities of evil sp irits or of the 
"shades of the dead ." (3A/63:171/753l 
Accidents would not occur were the state of t he 
sp iritual world propitious. (3B/lOO:l44/544} 
The idea of chance or acci dent is virtually ruled 
out of existence. (3G/70:494/352) 
Acc idents are caused by evil spirits. 
<4-A/98 : 360/542) 
There is no concep t of accident as we concept-
ualize it. (8/50:1.50/551) 
Even the hurts received in battle or by accident 
have relation, in some way , to the persons who 
inhabit the supernatural world. (11/136:19/ 542 } 
Sickness and ill forttme are usually ascribed to 
malevol ence of ghosts. (2F/85:226/543) 
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Analysis of Data 
I. General Reaction to Nature 
A. Selected attitudes ~nd ideals 
Positive: 
Negative: 
Other: 
lC, 2C, 4c, 4D, 9B 
lD, lE, 9A 
L~B, 5B 
B. Selec ted concepts 
Positive: lC, 2E, 3G, 4B, 8 
Negat ive: 
Other: 4~, 5B, 7, 8 , 9B , 10 
c. Symbolic "roots" of life 
lG, 2B, 3A, 3C, 3G, 6, 8 , 10, 11 
D. Bioloeical phenomena 
4c, 6, 7, 9c, 11 
E. The role of the will 
Positive: 
Absent : 
lG, 3G, 5A 
7 
F. The role of strength and physical fitness 
3G, 4D, 8 
G. Conception of a Supreme Being 
Present : 
Absent: 
2E , Lj..A, 9A, 9C 4D, 6 
I I . Charms, Amulets, Talismans: Means of Health Protection 
A. Types used 
Necklaces and neckba.nds: l A, lE, 2B, 3C, 4D 
Personal ornamentation: l E , 4c, 4D 
hlf/ 
The use of the p receding table will ·simplify the identifi-
cation of the societies indicated in this analysis. 
8 . 
Metal objects: 2A, 3C 
Vocal, instrwnental means: lE, 6, 9C 
Other means: lE, 3D, 5B 
B. Types use d to protect sick persons 
2B, L!-A, 6, 9A 
III. The Regulatory Nature of Taboos 
A. Types pertaining to the regulation of 
personal and community hygiene 
2A, 2B, 3A 
B. Types pertaining to t he regulation of behavior 
lC, 2A, 2C, 3B, 3F, 3G 
c. Types pertaining to the re gulation of work 
lC, 2A, 3A 
IV. Physical Activity 
Stressed: 2E, 4B 
Not stressed: lD, 7, 9A , 9B, 11 
V. Food 
A. Food is scarce 
3G, 9B, 10, 11 
B. Food is plentiful 
lB, 3C, 4c, 9B 
c. Meals per day 
Two (fair re gularity): lC, 2F, 3E, 11 
Irregularity: 3A, 3B, 3F, 5A 
D. Food taboos 
lB, 2A, 2F, 3A, 3B, 3F, 6, 9B, 11 
! __ 
E . Food is limited dur i n g i l lness 
3A, 3F , 6 
F . Foo d is not limited during illness 
3G, 4c 
G-. Sorcery and illness thro u gh food and t h e 
violation of food tab oos 
2B, 2C, 5B , 9B , 11 
H. Poor eating h abits 
l F , 3A, 11 
I. Hande dness in eating 
Ri ght (indicated): 
Not s p ecified: 
lC, 3G, 4A , 11 
lF 
J. Table manners and customs 
Mann er of e ating : l F , 3G , ll 
Participants and order of s e rvice: 
Ot her: 
K . Ex a.rnp les of main dietary i tern s 
l A, l B, lD, l G, JA, 3G, 5A , 9C, 9D 
VI . Sleep 
A. Re gul ation of sleep ing p osition 
2A , 2C, 7, 11 
·2E, 3B, 9C, ll 
9A 
B. The ability to cormna n d sleep at any time 
4B , 9B , 10, 11 
C. Sleep is not too i mportant 
l A, l E , 6, 10 
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D. The soul may leave the bo dy during sleep 
6, 9B, 11 
E. Sleep during illness 
Minor de gree of interruption: 
Pronounced de gree of interruption: 
VII. Heredity (transmissable factors) 
Squeamishness and laziness: 
Leprosy: 
Dwarfism and gross deformity: 
Common blood: 
VITI. Preventive Medicine 
A. Quarantine 
lD, lF, 2B, 3C, 4C 
B. Purification 
lF, 2B, 2D, 3C, 3E, 4C 
C. Inoculation 
lA, 2B 
D. Flight from source 
lE, 4A, 4c, 11 
E. Other preventive measures 
lB, 2D, 3F, JG, 9B, 9C 
IX. Personal and Com..muni ty Hygiene 
lA 
lA, 2D 
2E 
8 
lE 
6, 10 
A. Evidence of g ood personal cleanliness 
2A, 2D, 2F, JB, JC, 3D, JE, JF, 4A, 4B, 4c , 4D, 5A, 5B, 9A, 9D, 11 
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B. Evidence of poor personal cleanliness 
l A, l B, l D, 1E , lG, lF, 2D, 2E , 3A, 
9A, 9B, 9C 
C. Evidence of good property cle~nliness 
2D, 3E , 4c, 5A, 9A, 9D 
D. Evi dence of poor property cleanline s s 
l A, 1D, 1E , 2A, 2E , 3D, 9B, 9C, 11 
E . Personal appearance 
5B, 7, 9A, 9B 
X. Infant Care 
A. Evi den ce of goo d care 
2B, 2D, 2F, 3A, 3E, 3G, 4A, 4B, 4D , 8 , 10, 11 
B. Evidence of neglect 
2A, 3F, 5B 
XI. Development of Hardines s 
Bathing in col d water and exposure to the cold: 
2F, 3C, 3E, 3F, 3G, 4A 
XII . Sickness 
A. Causation: demons, spirits, etc. 
l B, 1C, 1D, l E , lG, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2E , 2F , 
3A, 3B, 3C, 4A, 4D, 5B , 6, 9B, 9C, 10, 11 
B. Causation: e gre ss of soul from body 
2B, 2F , 3C, 3E , 3F , 6, 7 
C. Causation: sorcery, magi c, etc. 
1B, l F , 2B, 2D, 2E , 2F , 3C, 3G, 4A, 4B, 4c, 4D, 6, 7, 8 , 9B 
I 
I 
I 
L_ 
D. Illness as a result or taboo violation 
lA, lC, lF, 2A, 2C, 2E, 2F, 
L~c, 6, 7, C3, 9B, 10, 11 
E . Odors and sickness 
lA, l G, 2E , 6 
F. Relationship of dreams/omens to si clmess 
Astrologic~l interpretations: lA, lD 
JF, l.j_A, ~ Dreams: 
G. Relationship of bad thoughts and bad language 
to sickness 
Bad thoughts: JG 
Bad language: lF 
H. Bad blood and sickness 
2B, JG, 9B 
I. Yavming and sickness 
lA, 2A, 2B 
J. Toothache 
lG, 2E , 11 
K. Talking about sick ness 
Dangerous: 
Not dang erous: 
2A, 6 
5A 
L. Unusual concep tions of contagious disease 
lC, 2D 
JVI . Evidence of im.munity from: 
Venereal complaints: 
Rickets: 
Effects of opimn: 
Tooth decay: 
Siclmess: 
Cold: 
lA 
lD 
lD 
JA, 4B, 10 
lD, L~B, 4c 
l E 
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N. Care of the sick 
Good: 
Poor: 
5B , 9C 4D , 11 
XIII . Therapeutic Measures 
A. Prayer 
l G, 2E , 3C 
B. Written and s poken word s 
Written: 
Spok en: 
l A, ;)A 
l E , 8 
C. Music and songs 
lD, 3D, 4A · 
D. Counter- ma g ic 
l B, l E , 1 1<', 4D, 7, 9B, 9C 
E . Devination and diagnosis 
l B, 2E , 3A, 9D 
F . Scarif ication 
lA, lC, l E 
G. Ble edi n g 
l G, 2A, 3A, 3C, 3D, 3F , 3G, 4D, 6, 9A , 9C 
H. Sacrifice 
l C, lD, l E 
I . Massag e 
9B , 11 
J. Steam and sweat baths 
2F, 3B, }C, 3E , 4A , 4D, 9B , 11 
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K. Medi cinal baths 
2B, 2E, 4-A 
L. Special ceremonie s 
l B, 2B, 3A, 3G, 7, 9B 
M. Miscellaneous p r a ctices 
l B, l G, 2A, 2E, 3B, 3F, 3A, 4A , 6 
XIV . Concep tion of Accident and Mishap 
2F , 3A, 3B, 4A , 8 , 11 
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I. 49:57 
A. 10:14 
B. 12:13 
c. 9:11 
D. 5:5 
E . 4:5 
F. 3:3 
G. 6:6 
II. 20:25 
A. 16:20 
B. 4:5 
III. 12:16 
A. 3:5 
B. 6:7 
c. 3:4 
IV. 7: 7 
v. 69:75 
A. 4:~. 
B. LJ-:4 
C. d:lO 
D. 9: 11 · 
E. 3:3 
F. 2:2 
G. 5:6 
H. 3:3 
I. 5:6 
J. 17:17 
K . 9:9 
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VI. 
VII. 
VIII. 
IX. 
x. 
XI. 
18:18 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
5:5 
23:27 
t;t 4:q. 
3:3 
3:3 
A. 5:6 
B. 6:6 
c. 2:2 
~: t~~ 
L1B :52 
A. 17:17 
B. 12:14 
c. 6:6 
D. 9:9 
E . 4:6 
15:19 
A. 12:16 
B. 3:3 
6:8 
~I 
XII. 
XIII. 
XIV. 
97:110 
A. 21:28 
B. 7:8 
c. 16:18 
D. 14:16 
E . 4:5 
F. 5:5 
G. 2:3 
H. 3:3 
!. 3:3 
J. 3:3 
K . 3:3 
M. 10:10 
N • 4:5 
66:75 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
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G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
M. 
6:7 
~~' 3:4 
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2:3 
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Ml 
This table is org anized numerically and alphabetically 
according to the pattern employed in identifying the areas 
of conceptualization and the entries therein, both in the 
presentation of the data and the analytical outline preceding 
thls table. All numbers preceding the colons indicate the 
number of societies exhibiting concept patterns in the listed 
area; all numbers following , the number of entries in the 
listed area. 
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SO/ 
RELATIVE I MPORTANCE OP THE GENERAL 
AREAS OF CONCEP1~ALIZATION 
50/ 
XII . Sickness (97:110)--
V. Food ( 69: 7.5} 
XIII . Therapeutic Measures (66 :75) 
I. General Reaction to Nature (51.: 57) 
IX . Personal and Connnuni ty Hygiene ( 48 :52) 
VIII. Preventive Medicine (23:27) 
II . Charms, Amulets, Talismans: Me ans of Health 
Protection (20:25 ) 
VI. Sleep (18 :15} 
X. Inf ant Care (15:19) 
III. The Regulatory Nature of Taboos (12:16) 
IV . Physical Activity (7:7) 
XI. Development of Hardiness (6:8) 
XIV . Conception of Accident and Mishap ( 6 :7) 
VII . Heredity (transmissable factors) (5: 5 ) 
--The numbers preceding the colons in this table indicate the 
numb e r of societies exhibiting patterns of conceptualization 
within the listed areas. The numbers following the colons 
indicate the number of entries included in e ach listed area. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECONIT\~ENDATIONS 
Restatement of the Problem.-- The p rimary purpose of 
t h is study is the comp ilation and analysis of cultural 
n1aterials devoted to certain basic health concep ts of thirty-
six selected primitive societies: to provide an instr~unent 
t hat may a id in the development of a keener insight into the 
n ature and conditions of certain archaic ideas operating in 
our cultur e as superstitions, misconceptions, and unfound ed 
beliefs in health. 
Srunmary of the Procedures and Techniques Employed.-- The 
Files o.f the Cross-Cultural Survey were selected as the major 
rese a rch medium. Thirty-six primitive societies were 
selected for detailed study: on the basis of g eographical 
location and ful lness of information, in order to provide a 
random sa~ple of existing cultural variation of cert a in basic 
health concepts. 
In the process of delimitation, fifty-three research 
h eading s were selected, indicating the categories that would 
most likely y ield pertinent cultural materials. These 
heading s formed ~~ i mportant plan for the purp ose of con-
trolling the research • 
..==....::::=-..==..-- ~-
The Cross-Cultural Survey is org anized in a most 
effective manner, allowing the writer to check the accuracy 
of his recording as the abstractions were made. In addition, 
the writer adopted a system of codification to assist h i m in 
the ititial research; also, to assist him in a follow-up study 
of an estimated ten percent of the abstracted material. 
Therefore, accuracy in recording the abstractions v1as main-
tained at a high level. 
The follow-up study was conduct ed three months after the 
initial research. A review of the research bibliography was 
also made at this time. This review was made in order to 
g ive preference to the most hi ghly rated references; to check 
the notations made by translators and observers and thereby 
minimize some of the semantic difficulties; and to resolve 
some of the conflicts arising from opposing views as recorded 
for specific health concepts. 
Smnmary of the Finding s.-- The cultural materials 
abstracted during this study were organized as five hundre d 
and two entries, grouped into fourteen g eneral areas. These 
g eneral areas represent the gross health concepts most likely 
to yield material for comparative study with the archai c 
ideas in health operating in our cul ture. 
The general areas of concep t ualization yielded concepts 
that were identified with divisions and subdivisions t hereof. 
This led to a more specific identiflcation of the heal th 
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The Re gulatory Nature of Taboos; Physical Activity; Dev e l-
opment of Hardiness; Concep tion of Accident and Mishap; and 
Heredity. The above statuses of rel a tive import&~ce were 
g ranted on the basis of health concep ts ope rating in s p ecific 
g eneral areas and number of societi e s lending s upp ort to 
t h ese areas. 
Conclusions.-- The s heer number of entries listed in 
this study mi ght lead the reader to believe that t h ere is a 
wealth of mat e rial avail able in the area of primitive health 
concep ts. In f act, m&"'"ly gap s were noted in t h e cu ltu ral 
materials abstracte d . Many of t he ethnographers, and othe r 
writers from whose works abstractions were made, have 
unfortunately slighted concep t i ons in their written works. 
This has hampere d the quality and quantity of cultural 
mat eri als available in this area. Some primitive societies 
have been sli ghted considerably more than others in t h is 
re s p ect. Abundant materials are avai lable for s ome socie t i es; 
however, much of this material is too limited in scop e. 
Oth er material is so badly distorted by the bias and i nex-
p erience of the wri ter as to make it of littl e value. 
Pri mitive health concepts are symbolic references f or 
adap tations tha t have been made over long periods of time. 
They represent i mportant phases of a cultural existence t hat 
h as relatively little segmentat ion. Further more, they serv e 
- --~ ========== ~~ 
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to support the principle of limited possibilities by indi-
cating that there has b een very little chang e in the basic 
patterns of thought in t h is area. This may be noted by the 
many similarities in general area a pproach and basic concept 
dimensions between the p rimitive societies referred to in 
this study. 
This writer wishes to further conclude that: 
1. The totality of a primitive health concept is 
more than the sum of its many dimensions ; 
t h erefore, all interpretations or analyses of 
these concepts must be made with this quali -
fication in mind . 
2. The separation of a primitive health concept 
from its cultural contexture disturbs 
relationships within the cultural pattern . 
a. New qualifications are added with each 
reformation of this concept. 
b. A predetermined de gree of orientation 
is necessary if this concept is to 
assQme its orig inal meaningful content. 
3. A chang e in the dimensions or applicability 
of a minor pr i mitive health concept will affect 
the g eneral area of conceptualization, as well 
as the major health concept with which it may 
be identified. 
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~-· Several primitive health concepts, sep arated 
from a cultural pattern at random, although 
having the characteristics of singular 
"isolates, 11 demonstrate the integrated quality 
of culture when they are reg arded together. 
5. Primitive health concepts exhibit values: 
cultural and biological--not necessarily 
equated. 
6. Primitive health concepts are formed in terms 
of environments; for example: 
a. Internal ----- External continuum 
· b. Individual----- Group----- Cultural continuum 
c. Dynamic environments representing all 
possible combinations of ~ and b. 
These environments are arranged in order of 
increasing adaptation value. They are arranged 
in order of dec r easing ri gidity of concept 
structure. 
7. The transfer value of a primitive health 
concept decreases as the ri gidity of concept 
structure increases. 
8. The transfer value of a selected dimension 
of a primitive health concept increases as 
the ri gidity of concept structure increases. 
9. A decrease in the dimensions of a primitive 
health concept increases its transfer value. 
Recommendations.-- It is reco1mnended that this study be 
utilized as an aid when studying superstitions, misconceptions, 
and unf ounded beliefs operating in our culture. It is 
esp ecially adaptable to studies of a comparative nature. In 
addit~on, t h is study may s erve as a p lan for studies of this 
type in other areas. 
It is further recommended that the primitive health 
concepts selected for this study be subjected to further 
interpretation and analysis, in order to test the applicability 
and validity of t h is instrument. 
This study is elementary in nature. There are many g a p s 
evident in its conten t. Much of t h is is due to · the fact t hat , 
as the scope of a study is increased, sacrifices are usually 
made i n content. The refore, this writer reco mmends that an 
exhaustive case study be made of one p articular primitive 
society in contact with the West. l<.,or example, it would be 
interesting to compare the rel a tion between indig enous and 
western systems of medicine and concepts of health among any 
East African peoples for which suff icient material may be 
available. 
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